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In het afstudeeiWerk van Wim der Kinderen lag de nadruk op hetgeen beschreven 

wordt in hoofdstuk 2 (paragraaf 2. 1 en 2. 2), hoofcistuk 3, hoofdstuk 5 (paragraaf 5. 1). 

In het afstudeeiWerk van Joop van r.k2el lag de nadruk op hetgeen beschreven wordt 

in hoofdstuk 2 (paragraaf 2. 3), hoofdstuk 4 en hoofdstuk 5 (paragraaf 5.2). 
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ABSTRA Cf 

Although tmtil now qui te an amotmt of research on wind machines has been 

performed all over the world, relatively li ttle attention has been paid 

to the dynamic behaviour and thc influence of wind fluctuations., The 

approach vin this report is based on the theories and methods of sys tems

mld control- engineering. Calculations of the steady behaviour have been 

perfonned using aerodynamic theories. ~asurerrents have been carried out 

in order to characterize the wind turbulence.A linear model of the 

windmill behaviour has been developed and procedures for field measurerrents 

are proposed. The effects of wind fluctuations on energy yield and rnechanical 

loads were calculated. The theories and rreasuring procedures were applied 

to a SIIUll Bosman 400W wind generator. 1he characteristics of the whole 

systern were considered and also those of the rotor itself. 



The .Bosman windgenerator 

at the experimen.ta I site. 



1 • INrRODUCTI ON 

At the Physics fupartment of the Eindhoven Uni vers i ty of 

Teclmology a s tudy on wind energy was started a few years a go. 

1he project can be di viU.ed into three parts: 

a. Cornpilation of a bibliography on wind energy. 

The first edition was issued in July 1975 1
20 

I 
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b. Participa ti on in a national project coneenring the possibi li ties 

of wind energy utilisation in the developing countries. 

c. Research on the behaviour of horizontal axis windrnills in 

fluctua ting winds. 

In the framework of part c. the investigations described in this 

report were performed. 

In the li te rature one can find several studies on wind energy 

utilisation. In descrihing tl1e performance or power yield of 

a nndüne usually quasi-steady condi tions of operation are asswned. 

In reali ty, havever, the wind varies botl1 in magnitude and in 

direction. It is evident that these fluctuations effect the power 

output of a windmachine as well as the forces on the various parts 

of the system. Over tl1e years many a rotor blade was broken due to 

fatigue phenomena. 

Windtunnel experiments can not give sufficient intonnation about 

all these effects. So the purpose of the investigations in question 

is: 

a. Developrnent of measuring rnethods for a fast deterrnination of 

the characteristic quantities of a windrnill placed in open air. 

b. Investigation of the wind structure and description of tl1e .wind 

signal in terrns of statistic quantities. 

c. BaseU. on this knowledge of the inputsignal a systern analysis 

anU. set up of a rnathenutical model to get insight in both the 

steady and U.ynamic behaviour of a windnnchine. 

d. A study on the influence of various parameters on the operation 

of the machine, such as the choice of aerod.ynarnic profiles, 

load characteristics, adjustment of blade angle etc. 

e. To get insight in the requirenents for an optimal design of 

a windmill system particularly the safety and control devices. 
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Our purpose was to ini tiate these investigations. 

In chapter 2 a rnethcxl for the calculation of the perfarmnee charac

teristics of a windrotor ln steady state is described. This method 

was applied to the Bosmm 1.,rindgenerator, a srnall windmachine which 

was used in our c:xperimcnts. Further a survey is gi ven of the 

farces and moments acting on a windrotor operating in fluctuating 

winds. 

iliapter 3 deals wi th the properties of the input signal, the wind. 

A description is given in tcTIJIS of statistic quanti ties such as 

mean values, variances and correlation functions. A rreasuring and 

analysis methad of windsignals is included. 

iliapter 4 camprises a system analysis. Bath the steady and the 

dynamic behaviour of the whole system are discussed. Some control 

and safety devices are trea ted. 

The results of the perfornance measuren~nts of the Bosman wind

generator are shown in chapter 5. 

Finally, in chapter 6 some conclusions and reconnrendations are 

given. 
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2. WINDROTOR AERODYNAMI CS 

A windmill is an airscrew which is used to convert kinetic energy of the 

surrounding air into a useful fonn. In a propulsive airscrew the motor 

supplies the torque which is necessary to rnaintain the rotation. The 

reaction of the air on the rotating blades gives a forward thrust along 

the axis of rotation. In a windmill on the other hand, the signs of the 

thrust and of the torque are reversed and the aerodynarnic reaction of the 

air on the rotating blades gives a drag force tenJing to decrease the 

_!:~lati ve axial notion anJ a torque which can be useJ as a souree of power. 

The principles of operatien of a winJrnill and a propeller are essentially 

sirnilar. So it is self-eviJcnt to base a study of windrotor aerodynarnics 

on propeller theories. 
~ 

A windrotor can be regardeJas a systern with wind velocity V, air den1ity p, 

air viscosity n and the radius R of the rotor as input variables, and the 

torque Q, rotational speed of the axis Q and the axial force or thrust T 

as output variables. 

Power output P is Qrl. The charactcristic behaviour of windrotors (under 

steady conditions) can be Jescribed in terrns of the following dimensionless 

parameters: 

Tip speed ratio >-
rzR tip speed (2.1) =V= wind velocity 

Torque coefficient c = Q 1 Q 2 
2pV2.rrR .R (2.2) 

Thrust coefficient s= T (2.3) !PV2.rrR2 

Power coefficient CP = . p 
(2.4) }pV2. rrRZ. V 

In these equations ~pV2 .rrR2 is the product of the dynarnic wind pressure 

and the area swept by the rotor blades, so it has the dirnension of a force. 

Equivalent to the equation P = Qrl is ..., // ' ,..- ~ 

By way of dirnensional analysis CQ, Cr and CP can be regarcled as 
functions of >- and the Reynolds nurnber Re = pVD/n, where D stands for 

a characteristic length. However, the influence of Re is a second

-order effect, so that the basic characteristics are given as Cq(>-), 

Cr('-) and ~(>-). 

(2.5) 
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Windmills fall into different classes according to the value of the ratio 

À at which they operatc most efficiently. In Figure 2.1 characteristics 

of a number of windmills have been sketched. 
16 
"Ij 

o.s 

! 0.~ I 
CQ o.s I 

Ob .Jp.. 

c ... 
D 

..... _._...,.À 

slow ru.nnc.rs 

A 8 c D 

Figure 2. 1 Typ i cal CQ- À and Cp-À characteristics of windmills. 

A fast running windmill requires a smaller solidity (i.e. the projected 

blade area divided by the area swept by the blades) than a slow running 

one to obtain its naximum efficiency and therefore needs less material. 

A fast runner also has the advantage of a higher rate of rotation and 

requires less gearing, particularly if the windmi11 is used to generate 
"t ef)"-:;.J' .• ~ . 

electricity. On the other hand the frictional drag of its blades is high 

and the blades are subjected to a large centrifugal force. This type of 

windrotor demands a careful aerodynamic and structural design. Besides, 

for a fast running wind machine eperating in llght émd variabie winds it 

is necessary to keep the friction in the system sma11 because of its low 

starting-torque. 
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2.1 Performance theories 

Befare World War II the properties of airfoils and propellers have been 

throroughly investigated and improved. At the same time propeller 

theories were converted to describe the steady behaviour of windmills 111. 
In this section we wil! consider the two IIDst important theories which 

are used in a complementary marmer. In the IIDmentum theory the windrotor 

is regarcled as a flat disk causing pressure m1d velocity cl1anges. In 

the blade element theory we calculate the aerodynamic farces on a blade 

element using its two-dimensional lift and drag properties and asswning 

a rel at i ve wind velocity near the blade element. To detennine this 

velocity we use the results of the IIDmentum theory. A combination of 

both theories gives us the basic relations to calculate the performance 

of a given windmill (Section 2.1.3). 

The simplest description of the extraction of energy from the wind is 
-, 

the one-dimensional, incompressible non-viseaus flow model using the 

axial momentWit theory originated by Rankine and Fraude (Figure 2. 2) 

V 

---V 

-+---V -+--.. u. -+--u., 

Po 
.. -p p Po 

Figure 2.2 One-dimensional axial flow through a windrotor 

regarcled as a flat disk. 
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Applying conservation of mass and momenturn to the flow we may detennine 

the thrust and power if the flow is assurned to be entirely axial with no 

rotational motion. For the thrust T we can obtain two expressions: 

momenturn theorem T = m(V-u1 )=pSu(V-u1) (2.6) 

pressure drop + -T = S(p -p ), (2.7) 

m is the mass flow rate through the disk. 

With the Bemoulli equation between free stream and the upwind side of the 

disk and again between the downwind side of the disk and the far away wake 

equation (2.7) becomes: 

Tagether with ( 2. 6) we then find: 

V + u 1 
u = 

2 

We introduce an axial interference factor a defined uy V-u=aV 

Th en 

u1=(1-2a)V • 

The power extracted is: 

- 1 ·c 2 2)- 1 scv2 2) P - 2 m V -u1 - 2 pu -u1 • 

The power coefficient CP may be written as 

p 2 
Cp = 

1 3 
= 4a(1-a) • 

2PV .S 

'Düs relation has a maxinrum when a= ~ so we find: 

Crmax = ~ = 0.593. 

Note that within the framework of the model it is impossible to ab-

(2. 8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2. 11) 

(2. 12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

sorb more than about 60% from the energy contents of an airstream without 

vialating the conservation laws of mass and momenturn. 
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Equation (2.14) however, does not represent the maximwn efficiency since 

the mass flow through the disk is not SV but Su. 111e efficienc)', power 

output divided by power avallable is given by 

p = 4a(1-a) 
lPV2Su 

tl\~l /./_,?'(_, é•\_;,,...,_.~-~--<~'-· 1 (;.Cf I . / 
i r 

( ud/) r ,,c( ~< j) ~~: e/?;v:J.:J / ~~ S (2. 15) 

(
·. r r· / .(J'7j'.\! 

/'/"?&~- t>.C:!<'}2----\ . / _---, ... , . I ~fO_ /· . L,. I I 
r ' 1 - I -C/ •-V , • 8 (, / 

We have maximum power coefficient at a~ and, hence an efficiency of 9 
or 88.8%. 

Although the initial strearn is non-rotational, interaction with a rotating 

windmachine will cause the wake to rotate. Apart from other losses that 

occur in reality, we sce here why a Cp of 59.3% will not be found. 

In descrihing the effect of wake rotation the asswnption is made that 

upstream of the disk the flow is entirely axial and that the flow down 

stream rotates with an angular velocity w(r). Using a stream tube analysis, 

equations can be written that express the relation between the wake veloci

ties, both axial and rotational, and the corresponding veloeities at the 

disk (Figure 2.3). 

_. ..... --- ----------
, , .. ~ , ~:: = ~-- ------f --- -- -- --: f~~ -~- - r, 

-...!~-•u,·-· u. 

- '- ---- ...... ... __ ------- --- ..... --------------- - -- - - - - -- - -

disk. 

Figure 2.3 Stream tube geometry. 

The condition of cont inuity of flow for an armular element is: 
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(2. 17) 

and the condition for constancy of angular momentwn of the fluid as it 

passes down the wake is wr2 = w1r 1
2 (2.18) 

Also, since the contribution to the torque by an annular element of 

the disk is equal to the angular momentwn imparted in unit time to the 

corresponding annular element of the wake, we have 

The tangential force 

L:.Ft = 2Tipuwr2L:.r 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Applying Bemoulli's equation to the flow relative to the rotorblades 

which are rotating with the a.ngular velocity ~, the relative angular 

velocity increases from SI to (~+w), while the axial components of the 

velocity remain uncha.nged, and hence the decrease in pressure is: 

(2.21) 

For the thrust on an annular element may be obtained 

3 
L:.T = 21TP (~+!w)wr ór 

Rewriting (2.9) we may obtain 

V - u1 2(V-u) 
v = _,v,..--

(2. 22) 

(2.23) 

The validity of this expression is dependent on the tip speed ratio À 

as can be 

l.o 

seen from Figure 2.4 (see 121), û"· r:la.f,r /)"·.r~ fl./~ /~"::' ·', <Z 

/iP.ç{ccC{e~_.Jf, rt"\ :!'(, ( ,' ·/,n 
(r- è '- 1 

~ Figure 2.4 
l.O~ 

0.9 
~ a.o 

~ 
Effect of tip speed ratio 

~· ~-- :.\ s coo on induced velocities. 
V o.&-

! O.lf 

0.2 

0 O.t 0.2. o.3 o.q o.s 
V-u. 

V 
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We may conclude that, for fast running rotors (.\>2) equation (2.9) 

remains valid when the effect of wake rotation is introduced in our 

model. Hence, using (2. 8) we obtain for the thrust of an annular element 

~T = 4rrp(V-u)ur~r (2.24) 

Equating (2.22) and (2.24) results in arelation between u and w: 

(2.25) 

The energy in the rotating air behind the disk can be considered as 

an extra loss, not accounted for in the axial flow model. It is obvious that 

because of this effect the maximum power coefficient will decrease. 

The l1ighest values of Cp will occur at high tip speed ratios where the 

torque and consequently the wake rotation are the least (see eq. (2. 19)) 

In Figure 2.5 the characteristic of anideal winclmill is shown. It gives 

the rnaximwn values of Cp obtainable when no friction is included. (see 131). 

!i 
2} - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

o . .t 

0.1 

0 1 

' ' , r 
l 

'" . ' .. 

5 8 to 

The momenturn theory gives us no indication of the form which must be 

given to an airscrew to extract the maximwn power from the wind. 
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An alternative method of analyzing the behaviour of an airscrew is to 

estimate directly the forces experienced by the blades due to the relative 

air veloeities near the blades. To detennlne these veloeities we will 

use the resul ts of the momenturn theory. A combination of both theories 

gives us the relations to calculate the characteristics of a given wind

rotor or to design a new one. 

Airfoil characteristics -----------------------
Before introducing the fundamentals of the blade element theory we will 

first describe the behaviour of an airfoil in a stream of air. 

In Figure 2.6 a transversal section is shown of an ordinary airfoil 

placed in an airstream V. A body of this shape will then experience a force 

perpendicular to this stream. 'Düs force is called lift and will be in

dicated by the symbol L. 
111e force D in the direction of the air motion is called drag and is 

in general much smaller than the lift. 

V 
I 

I 
I 

L 

;._________ I 

c -------..,' 

Figure 2.6 Airfoil cross-section. 

We may define two important dimensionless quantities, 

the liftcoefficient 

and the drag coeff.icient 

In these equations is 

S = c.b 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
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where c is the chord and b is the length of the airfoil. For many 

different airfoil shapes the relations between CL' CD and the angle of 

incidence a have been detennined by windturmel experiments. The results 

are presented in tables and graphs, e.g. see Figure 2.7. 

Often c1 is given as a function of CD with parameter a (Figure 2. 7 .b). 

These relations are valid for profiles of infinite length. As will be 

shown later Sf'CL is an important parameter in explaining windrotor per

formance. A minimal value is found as a tangent to the curve in the 

CL-CD graph (Figure 2.7.b). 

CL t lco 
cl. l CL t.S" tS 

. OS' 

1.0 ... , 1.0 
. CD .. 

.. .S' 

.OI 0( Co 
> 

o• 6"" ro· 15" 0 .OI .02. .03 .OCf .os 

"T: .· Figure 2. 7. a and 2. 7. b Airfoil characteristics. 

~!~~~-~!~~~TI!_!b~2!Y 
Consider an element of a blade extending over a length ~r of the radius 

at a distance r from the axis of rotation. The cross-section of this 

element has the shape of an airfoil section. 

lts chord is inclined at an angle 8 to the plane of rotation. The rela

tive velocity W of the air and its angle cp to the plane of rotation are 

shown in Figure 2. 8. The Jnost simple asslUTiption for W is that it is 

composed of ~rand V.Later in this section we will correct W for the 

induced veloeities at the rotor plane. 
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The resultant angle of lucidenee a to the airfoil section is 

a = ~-G 

...... <f 

plóne of 

rotat.'-on 

..... --r--·· 

AT 

Figure 2.8 Forces on a bla<.le element. 

..n.r 

V 

(2.29) 

Referring to Figure 2.8 the blade element will experience a lift force 

t>L at right angles to the resultant velocity W and a drag force in the 

direction of this velocity. Resolving at right angles to the plane of 

rotation, the thrust on the blade element is 

6T = 6L cos ~ + 6D sin ~ 

and similarly, resolving in the direction of the rotational velocity, 

the torque is 

6Q = (6L sin ~ - üD cos ~)r 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

Also, if c is the chord of the blade element, the lift and drag forces 

can be expressed in tenns of the corresponding non-dimensional coeffi

cients as 

and 

CL and CD are ftmctions of airfoil properties and of the angle of 

incidence ex (see equations 2.26 and 2.27). 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 
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Here we have to make the essential assumption that the flow through 

the rotor occurs in non-interacting streamtubes. Then the CL and CD 

characteristics can be used for an element as if it were of infinite 

length. 

If B is the number of blades the constributions to the thrust and the 

torque of an annular element of the rotor become 

and 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

These two equations represent the complete salution of the behaviour 

of an airscrew according to the blade element theory, and they suffice 

to determine the characteristics of any given airscrew. Of course, W 

and cp have to been known and, hence, the results of the momenturn theory 

have to be used. 

ÇQ~i~~!iQ~_Qf_~~~~!~_!h~Q!Y_~~-Ql~~~-~12~9~!-!h~Qrl 
With the momenturn theory we find, that the relative angular velocity at 

the disk increases from ~ to (~+w). So the mean angular velocity at the 

disk may be assumed to be (n+!w). Then the relative velocity W of the 

air in the plane of rotatien has the component u and c~+!w)r. 

In the derivation of the blade element theory the relative velocity 

was assurned to be composed of V and ~r. 

As represented in Figure 2.9 the undi.sturbed relative velocity W0 and the 

velocity W are relatcd by an induced velocity w. 

V 

u V-u 

.!lr 

I 
'i wr 

Figure 2.9 

Velocity diagram • 
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Equation (2. 25) may be rewritten as 

u = c~+!w)r 
lwr V - u 

Hence, from geometrical considerations may be concluded that w is 

perpendicular to W. 

We define the dimensionless variables 

r 
x=R 

and the solidity 

Be 
0 = 2nr 

where r is the blade element radius, c the chord and B the number of 

blades. Torque and angular velocity have already been converted into 

CQ and L 

c = Q 
Q }pV2.nR3 

From the velocity diagram we .obtain: 

W = V sin ~ + ~r cos ~ = V (sin ~ + ÀX cos ~) 

Equalisation of the relations for the thrust from the momenturn 

theory (2.24) and from blade element theory (2.35), gives 

for CD= 0, with u = W sin ~ 

oC1 cos ~ 
,/ 

V- u = -----=-
4 sin2 q, u I 

li., ) 

The drag is supposed to have no influence on the velocities. 

Note, that 

w cos ct> 

W sin q, 
V- u =--

Now we may write 

w oCL 
W = ..,.4-s__,i,_n-q, 

u 

The veloei ty diagram shows that 

~r = W cos q, - w sin q, 

and V = W sin q, + w cos q, • 

(2. 37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.2) 

(2.1) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2. 43) 



~r 
We denote Àr = ÀX = lT 

With these relations we obtain 

1 - Cw;w) tan cp 
À =-------
r tan cp + w;w 
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(2.44) 

The derivation of relation (2.43) is based on the assumption that the 

flow through the rotor is rotationally symmetrie. With a finite number 

of blades this assumptlon does not hold. Sirree the effects, due to the 

finite number of blades, result in performance losses near the tips of 

the blades, we speak of tip losses 141 • 
Equation (2.43) may be corrected by introduetion of a tip loss factor K, 

which is dependent on the blade number B, the dimensionless radius x and 

the angle cp. The calculatlons of K are very complicated and w~ll be 

omitted here; results are mentioned in Appendix A6. 

Equation ( 2. 43) becmnes 

w oCL 
W = -.-4-K -S_,l,_Il_cj> 

Now let us write equation (2.36) in a dimensionless form: 

öCQ 2 W 2 
llx = 2ox Cy) (C1 sin cp - CD cos cp) 

Using (2.40), we obtain, when öx approaches zero 

We repeat the important relatlons (2.44) and (2.45) 

w - oCL 
W - 4K Sln <jJ 

1- (wfw) tan cp 

tan <P + w;w 

Together with the given tiploss factors K = K(</l,B,r) these three 

equations enable us to calculate the performancè characteristics 

of a given windrotor. The calculation procedure will be given in 

section 2. 1. 3. 

(2. 45) 

(2.46) 

(2.45) 

(2.44) 
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2. 1.3 Performance calculations 

Generally the previotlS theories are used to design a windrotor. 

In this section a procedure will be described to detennine the CQ-À 

and Cp-À characteristics of a given windrotor. The method is illus

trated with graphs calculated for the 2-b1aded wind generator used in our 

experiments. Not all curves are included in the plots. 

Procedure ----------
The following data have to be known: 

- the shape of the blades in order to detcnnine the CL(a) and CnCa) 

for each blade element, 

- the blade setting angle e(r), 

- solidity o(r), 

- tip loss factor K(~,B,r) or fora given number of blades K(~,r). 

A. Choose a value of x (=r/R). Then o and 8 are known. 

B. Let ~ vary and calculate for each ~ the angle a, using a=~-8 and 

read K from the graph in Appendix A. Now CL and CD are known. 

Calculate w/W, using (2.45) and substitute this value in (2.44) 

to obtain Àr· 

c. 

D. 

For each value of ~ we may now find a relation between dCq/dx and À 

from equation (2. 46) and from À=Àr/x • 

. ' dC.Q 
Return to A and calculate eh. 
dCq/dx (À) for other .os 

t values of x. Figure 2.10 ,0, 
gives a graphical illus-

stration of the results. .o~ 

.o.a. 

Figure 2.10 
0 8 10 ·~ 

.I 
Now convert this graph in 

a plot showing dCq/ dx as .08 dtQ 

a function of x with À dx 

.0~ 

1 
as parameter (Figure 2. 11) 

.OI.t 

.o~ 
')(. -Figure 2.11 

0 
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2.2 The Bosman wind generator 

The experiments were performed with a small windmill designed for the 

generation of electricity. 

The machine is rnanufactured by the Dutch firm Bosman at Piershil. The 

same firm manufactures the well-known 4-blades mills for water lifting. 

In Appendix A1 construction details of the wind generator are given. 

The mill head is placed on a 7 meter high tower. A wind vane keeps the 

rotor in the wind. In the head the hearings of the horizontal axis, the 

gearing and an AC generator with rectifier are found. The rotor has a 

diameter of 3. 72 meters and is composed of two blades wi th an aerodynamic 

profile. Centrifugal weights proteet the system against overspeeding. 
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2.2.1 Ç~1fY1~!i9g~-Q~~~Q_Qg_!h~-TI~IfQ~f~_!h~9!i~~ {~~ 
v 

In this section the characteristics of the rotor have been calculated 

according to the procedure described insection 2. 1.3. 

Data, needed for these calculations are listed in tables and shown 

in graphs (Appendix AZ). 
Frorn the Jesign specifications, the solidity a, the blade setting angle 

8 and the airfoil characteristics are known for each blade element at 

radius r. 

With thc procedure rnentioned above the CQ-À and Cp-À characteristics 

of the Bosman windgenerator were calculated. The sarne calculations were 

repeateJ for different angles 8, because at high r.p.rn. of the rotor 

the centrifugal control changes the angle 8. In Figure 2.15 the results 

are shown. 68 gives the deviation frorn the designadjustrnent of 8. 
fu?. '/'; :>t . ,· . SJ 

·' 

2 · 2 · 2 f~!.!!Il~!i2!J._2;L!h~-!Q!Q!_fh~r~f!~ri~!if~_fiQ!!l_QY~I~!L12~IfQ!!!l~f~-~12~fi: 

f!f~!,!Qg~-~-gjy~g_QY_!b-~-~Yf~f!Y!~!~ 

We also estin~ted the rotor performance analysing the specifications 

of the rnanufacturer in terrns of electric output as a function of the wind 

speed V. (See Figure 2. 14. b). The propeller speed in dependenee on V is 

shown in Figure 2.14.a. 

Pe. ( w) 

I i 
30 300 

l.O .Zoo 

10 IOO 

- V ("'/s) 

0 2 4 \0 0 1. ' 4 8 \0 

Figure 2. 14 Specifications of the rnanufacturer a.!:l (V). b. P e (V). 
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The mechanica! power is about twice the electric power as the generator 

efficiency is almast 50% (P~2.Pe)· 

For a given windspeed V the rotational speed Q and the electric power Pe 
3 2 are known. Hence, we can calculate À(=QR/V) and Cp(=P/!PV rrR ). 

In Figure 2.15 some Cp(À) values are given. 

The parameter M, denoting the change of the blade angle due to the 

centrifugal control mechanism, has been determined as a function of Q 

(Appendix A3 ) • 

The corresponding CQ(À) values l1ave been obtained from the equation 

Cp=L CQ. 
In 01apter 5 the discrepancy between the theoretica! values and the 

estimates is discussed. 
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CQ 

1 

1 s ' 8 9 

3 5 6 8 

IO 

~ estimates frorn performance 

specifications (2.2.2) 

parameter 68 (degrees) . 

11 ,. l't IS~ 16 

---->.. 

ID 41 12. ll 1'4 

Figure 2.15 CQ-À and Cp-À characteristics of the Bosman wind 

generator at different blade setting angles cal

culated frorn the performance theories. 
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2.3 Farces and moments 

Besides the perfonnance as has been calculated for a uniform flow situation, 

it is important to know what farces a wind machine has to withstand during 

its actual operation. 

In the previous section the driving torque and the power output were cal

culated. Insection 2.3. 1 the magnitude of the axial force will be calcu

lated. Non axial a.nd non unifonn flow introduce extra farces and IIDments. 

These will be treated in the secm1d subsection. 

2.3. 1 Thrust 

The thrust (or axial force) that a wind machine experiences may be derived 

from the blade element theory in almost the same way as the driving torque. 

In the derivation insection 2. 1.3 one should use the expression for ilT 

(2.35) insteadof the one for t.Q (2.36). Doing this the fonnulas for Àr 

(2.44) and w/W (2.45) remain unaltered ru1d (2.46) chru1ges into: 

dCr - 2 
dx - 2ax(sin ~ + Àr cos ~) (c1 cos ~ + Co sin ~) (2. 4 7) 

The calculation procedure is the same as described insection 2.1.3. The 

calculation is illustrated in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2. 17. Figure 2.18 shows 

the calculated Cr- À curve for the Bosman machine without blade angle controL 

The dotted line shows the value according to the romentwn theory. 
J ~ /'/ '/ /;/ ·'/i'/,(( u lî (/ 

( ' l 

1.0 

.5' 

() 10 

Figure 2. 16 Thrust coefficient 

derivative (parameter x) 

/, C' 

( 

J 

!) 

dC.T 
dx 

I 

~jgure 2.17 Thrust coefficient 

derivative (parameter À) 
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Figure 2.18 Thrust coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio. 

l.3.2 ~ff~f!~_Qf_ggg_è~!è1-~4_gQg_yg!fQ~_f1Q~ 

In the previous analysis the wind speed was assumed to be uniform and 

perpendicular to tl~ plane of rotation. In reality gustiness and vertical 
(JU-iA.Jl, f;_~ 

wind gradients influence the farces exerted on a wind rotor and also its 

perforinance. In this sectien the effects of large scale turbulence will 

be treated, i.e. the wind speed and direction will be assumed to be 

constant over the rotor plane. In addition the effect of a simple linear 

gradient in the wind sp~ed,will be discussed. 
/' ·' "- -~ 

Durand 11, p. 351-21 .has developed a methad for calculating the effects of 

side slip and pitching on the farces experienced by an airplane propeller. 

The same kind of methad will be used here. 

Figure 2. 19 shows a coordinate system in which the problem will be treated. 

y 

Figure 2.19a 

Coordinates. 

r't:.'~'~C! 
fo.-c:e 

Figure 2.19b 

Force and moment 

components. 

fl 

Figure 2.19c 

Disturbance velocity 

components. 
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The X-axis coincides with the main axis of rotation. 

The airscrew rotates in the YZ plane. A right handed rotational speed 

is positive. I)! is the blade position angle (in the plane YZ). The force 

and moment cornponents that the rotor may experience are indicated in 

Figure 2.19.b. Mx is, of course, equal to the driving torque Qm and Fx 

is equal to the thrust T. 

Figure 2. 19.c shows the cornponents by which wind turbule11ce, a gradient 

and a tower wake are characterised. V is the undisturbed velocity. 

u 1 , v 1 , w 1, ug and ~ are called disturbance veloei ty cornponents. Only a 

linear gradient will be regarded here: 

u • = ug Z/R.\, 

In the following calculations ~ will be assumed to have the constant value 

,~spöhding to the- undisturbed velocity v) Therefore for each blade 

element the disturbance conponents can be translated into changes of À 

and V. (see Figure 2.20). 

"' 

Figure 2.20 Relative air velocity 

cornponents. 

- Influence of u 1• 

The change of V is, of course: 

t...V=u' 
( 

The most important assurnption we will 

make in the derivation is that the 

disturbance veloeities are not affected 

by the rotor. Hence, the change in À can 

be easily evaluated from an apparent change 

in ~r (see Figure 2.20) and/or the change 

in the wind speed V, for À is equal to xr. 

~R/V (with xr=r/R) \;t 

;>)/ l/ 

(2.48a) 

The relative change of À is in first order approximation the rev-erS€ 

of the relative change of V: Oj;j; I'·- ' fe 

u' 6.\::::-À V (2. 48b) 

- Influence of v ' • 

1be cha11ge of V is zero: 

liV=O 
( 

(2.48c) 

The apparent change (as seen from the blade) of ~r is: 



t 

llstr=v sin 1jJ _ 
( 

So the change in À is: 

- influence of w'. 

In the same way as with v' one finds: 
/ 

liV=O 

w' cos lj!t" 
liÀ. = - V xr 

- influence of a gradient. 

For sirnplicity only a linear gradient will be regarded. 

1bis can bedescribed as an altitude dependent u': 

u'
1
. = ug ~ = K ug xr sin lj!.( 

Together with 2.48a and b this yields: 

- influence of the tower wake. 
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(2. 48d) 

(2.48e) 

(2. 48f) 

(2.48g) 

(2.48h) 

(2.48i) 

M1ether the rotor is turning in front of the tower or behind it, there 
//'\_ 

will be a decrease ;01 the wind speed near the tower: liw• This can be 

regarcled as an u' = -liw for w=3/2TT. So: 

~::.v-= -uw 
{ 

for lj!=3/2TT (2. 48j) 

for ljJ=3/2TT (2. 48k) 
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The aerodynarnic forces that act on a blade element will be analyzed, using 

Figure 2. 21 . 

l:,'l vJ, c /~_: The force on a blade element 6r can be 

"Z ~~'- ''' P (, - described by an a:x:ial component (dF /dr)6r 
&n:r a:x: 

dF~~. 
àf\:.anyi. ~ 

~J>A-J"rrj~' ;lel and a tangential component (dFtang/dr)Llr. 

111e forces are made dimensionless by 

)( 

'o\ aclt \. .._ 

dividing by !PV2nR2; we will denote them 

as the dimensionless cocfficients dC F I 
'a:x: -y __ ____.:4'~· ...L--~ dxr and dCftanidxy· (here xr means r/R 

and not the coordinate X). 

Figure 2.21 

Forces per blade element. 

L ')/:,o) 
For the undisturbed case the coefficients can be calculated at each blade i! 

dC 
Ftang 

ëbër i 

The changes in these derivative coefficients can be expressed in ilÀ and LlV. 
). (. 2. 

The forces have been made dimensionless, using V instead of (V+LlV) A change 

LlV is transfornted into a relative d1ange 2öV/V of the dimensionless coeffi-

cients. The changes in the coefficients are now: 

dCp d dCp dCp öV 
6 a:x: a:x: + 2 a:x: 

ëbër . =ëK dx LlÀi dxr i v· r i 1 
1 

de d 
Ftang = 

t,dX dÀ 
r i 

dCp dC öV 
dx tang 6À

1
· + 2 Ftang 

dx v. r . r 1 
1 i 

(2.49a) 

(2. 49b) 

(2.50a) 

(2.50b) 

Now the changes of the coefficients of the force and moment components can be 

evaluated. 111e contribution of each element of a blade to these components 

(see Figures 2.19b and 2.21) has to be expressed in dCpa:x:/dxr or dCFtanidxr. 

These contributions may then be integrated over the whole blade. After that a 

summation over the B blades has to be performed: 
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B 1 dCp 
L'lC = 2: f L'l ax dx 

Fx i=1 o dxr i 
(a) 

B f1 dCFtang 
L'lC~1x = 2: XL'l dx dx 

1• • 1 1= o r i 
(d) 

B 1 dCFax 
L'lCMz = -2: f x cos ~iL'l dX dx (f) 

i=1 o r i 

In the swmnation over the blades the following trigoniometrie sums play a role: 

1 B . 
n 2: s1n ~· 
D. 

1 
1 1= 

1 B 
B 2: cos ~i 

i=1 

1 ~ . 2 
-B Z Sln ~. 

. 1 1 1= 

1 B . 
B 2: s1n ~i coslj!i 

i=1 

1 B 2 
B. 2: cos ~i 

1=1 

TABLE 2.22 - trigoniometrie sums. 

B=1 

sin ~ 

cos ~ 

. 2 
sm ~ 

sin ~ cosl)J 

J3z:!2 

0 

0 

. 2 s1n ~ 

sin l)i cosl)J 

cos 2
ljJ 

B>3 

0 

0 

1/2 

0 

1/2 

(2.51) 
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By substituting formulas 2.48 and 2.49 into 2.50 and after that substituting 

2.50 into 2.51 one obtains exvressions for the changes in the coefficients 

of force and moment component. 'I11e tables in Appendix D2 show 

these expressions for rotors that have one, two or three and more blades. In 

ÁPP~Adix D1.3 the used abbreviations are explained and some calculated values 

for the Bosman machine are shown. 

Wilson and Lissaman 121 have performed calculations fora non linear gradient. 

Their first order therms are, after some substitutions the same as the ones 

calculated here. Spera !SI arrives at the same dependenee of the force and 

moment components on the blade position: angle l)J. He has calculated them by 

means of a computer simulation and does not give the ~ algebraic expressions. 
Rx_p,e,.,' é'~- f 

From the tables in Appendix D2 it can be seen that for a one or two 

bladed rotor the wind turbulence causes periadie forces and rnornents. These 

might cause a failure of the structure due to fatigue and resonance. For 

three or more bladed wind machines periadie forces only occur due to the 

tower wake. 

An interesting question we can now answer is: llow can the performance be 

calculated if the wind velocity makes an angle with the axis of rotation. 

V c.os ó 
rolal:.i.on 

Figure 2.23 Non axial flow. 

In terrns of the preceeding analysis the updisturbed wind velocity V is 

equal to V cos o. The disturbance velocity v' or w' is V sin o. 
From the tables in Appendix D2 it can be concluded that the average 

change llC"Mx in CQ due to v' and w' is zero. So the average driving torque 
may be calculated frorn the undisturbed velocity V cos o or the axial com

ponent of the wind velocity. Figure 2.24 gives an illustration of this 

result. 
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.'1 

.~ 

•• 

0 

Figure 2.24 Influence of non axial flow on the Cp-À curve. 

Here Cp <I?d À are basedon the absolute value V. In reality they are deter

mined by V cos ó. ·. 

Therefore Cp has to be multiplied by cos 3o and À by cos ó. 

This result can also be understood in a more physical way: The lift coeffi

cient Ci is a linear function of a. in a range of about 1 0 degrees. Hence, 

a decrease in the lift and torque :coefficient of an element of a blade in 

one position may be compensated when the blade is in the opposite position. 
1:\ 
I 

~ {u (( CO• 1? 

I 
( 
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3. WINDCHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 Introduetion 

In studying the behaviour of a windmill system we have to pay attention 

to the input signal, the wind. Weather stations usually give values of 

the mean hourly wind speed TilCasured over a 10 minutes period. For our 

purpose these data are insufficient. Extra information about the 

fluctuations and about maximum values is necessary. From Olapter 2 

we know that in a steady situation the power output of a windmill is 

proportional to the cube of the wind speed, i.e. P ~ v3• 

Because generally the average of V3 is not equal to the cube of the 

average of V information is needed about the momentary wind speed. 

To prevent the mill head being blown off the tower we are interested 

in maxim~~{;ccurring wind speeds particularly in gusts and in the 
!) c-, 

ci<,cv"fprobability that a critica! wind speed limit will be reached. 

lt 2. 

l. 0 

0 

For a horizontal axis wind machine not only the wind speed but also 

the wind direction is important, viz. the direction relative to the 

position of the rotor head. We may define an azimuth angle and an elevation 

angle of the wind velocity vector. 

Generally variations in the horizontal plane are ruch larger than in the 

vertical plane. 

That is why the latter will, for the time being, be ignored in our 

analysis. 

"'ti"'~ (s) 

0 bo uo 180 

Figure 3.1 Records of windspeed at different locations 
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In Figure 3.1 a section of wind speed recordings is shown. The signals 

were measured at two locations with a distance between them of about 6 

meters. From these records we can ~e rough estimates of mean values 

and variances and we can get an idea of the coherence of the two 

signals. This coherence gives us infonnation about the turbulence in 

the field where the windrotor opcrates, especially about the uniforrnity 

of the flow in the plane of rotation. 

Both this tmiformity and the response time of the windrdtor determine how 

much power can be extracted from the fluctuations in the wind. The power 

in these fluctuations is proportional to the above mentioned difference 

v3- y3. It will be shown later that this difference can be expressed in 

the mean wind speed V and the varianee o2. 

Each frequency component in the wind contributes to this variance. 

Now let us asst.nne that the coherence and, hence, the uniformity in the 

rotor plane decrease for frequencjes of the order 2.10-2Hz and higher. 
It will be shown later that this assumption is acceptable. ~:~:~,. '':X/"-.,'"' ' 

In the time domain this can be translated into a decreasing relationship 

between the wind speeds for a time scale less than about 50 seconds, 

using T = 1/f. When the response time of the rotor is less than these 

50 seconds only the frequencies below 2.1o- 2Hz will contribute to the 

power output of the windmachine in a large me as ure. 

But, in order to get an i de a of the power loss we have to know the con

tribution of the frequencies above 2.10-2Hz to the varianee o2 as has been 

explained above. This information can be derived from the power speetral 

density of the wind, which gives the intensity of each frequency component 

in the wind signal. 

While the effect of the response time of the windrotor on the power loss 

will be discussed in Chapter 4 we will here pay some attention to the 

uniformity of the flow in the rotor plane. The above mentioned tiine of 

50 seconds can be translated into a characteristic vqrtex dimension of 

about 300 meters when the mean wind speed is 6 meters per second. 
' \l''" CtL1:f:, 

As the rotor diameter is much smaller than 300 meters the flow in the 

plane of rotation will be almost unifonn when a vortex of that dimension 

passes the windmill. 

Assuming the rotor to operate in a steady state, the extra energy 

which is contained in the vortex can be extracted to a large extent 

when the response time of the rotor, both to fluctuations in magnitude 

and in direction of the wind is sufficiently small. 
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At the end of this chapter an estimate will be given of the power which 

is lost under the assumption that frequencies above 2. 10-2Hz give 
/t; "} /? 

no contribut ion to the power yield of the rotor. -t- vo ,1 ~'~-, ( 
'# .., ,.... K ' I ... - )- .• '·V; 
~- ·< ). "X~-- :'::- f t ( .··- '! -, ( ~.'. • c·(." ,.·- · _ 

It is possible to give estimates of rnean values, variances and coherence 

functions directly from the recorded plots. However, to give rore accurate 

estimates of these quantities and to present them in a usual form we will 

apply some well-known data analysis rnethods. Since the wind may be con

sidered as a stochastic phenomenon we will use statistic quantities to 

describe the wind and its related variables (Sectiön 3.3). However, befare 

presenting these mathematical tools we will introduce the measuring method 

inSection 3.2. 

The re sul ts of the measurements are treated in 3. 4. 

3.2 Measuring methad 

Wind speed measurements have been performed simultaneously at three locations 

near the windrnill. The windrnill is placed on the flat roof of the High Speed 

Labaratory of the Physics Department at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology. In Figure 3.2 a situation drawing is shown. 
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Figure 3.2 Situation drawing. 
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Figure 3. 3 Experirnental site. 
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Figure 3. 3 shows a detailed plan of the experirnental site. The mill head with 

the rotor of 3.72 meters dimneter is placed on a 7 meter high tower. 

The roof of the laboratory is at 10 meters above ground level. Two anemo

meters are situated near the plane of rotation, one above the rotor, 

the other below it bath at a distance of about one meter from the rotor 

tips. The third anemometer is mounted on a measuring pole 7 meters south-west 

of the windmill. As can be seen in Figure 3.2 one has ~ free view in the / r ~~ . 
south-west direction. All experiments were performed ,~ the wind co~ing 

from that direction. Earlier investigations have shown that the edge of 

the roof has no si~ificant influcnce on the turbulence at the height where 

the rotor is located. 191 • 

The ane100meters used are. of the cup-type (see Figure 3.4). 

They have been manufactured in the workshop of the Physics Department. 

Figure 3.4 The cupanenometer. 

The cups are made of table tennis balls, the maxiJIR.lffi rotor diameter is 

13.2 centimeters. 

In the aluminium case a lamp, a cylinder with 24 slits and a photo-cell 

are the essential parts to provide the pulse signal which is proportional 

to the wind speed. 11lis proportionality is shown in the calibration curve 

of Figure 3.5. 

The linear relationship between rotational speed ru1d wind speed is an 

important advantage of a cupanometer. However a disadvantage is, that 

this linearity is only valid in a steady situation. 

~elç~use of different reactions to positive and negative steps in the 

windspeed as shown in Figure 3.6 an over-estimation of the mean windspeed 

may occur. 181. 
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Figure 3.6 Step-response of a cupanemometer. 
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In Figure 3.7 a sketch is shown of the wind vane, which is used for registration 

of the wind direction. In the case a special potentiometer is mounted (10kn) 

which can be turned conti11uously. 

A voltage supply of SV is connected to the ends of thc resistor. So 360 degrees 

of rotation corresponds with a voltage range of SV on the slider contact of 

the potentiometer. The wind vane is situated near the anemometer on the 

measuring pole. 



Figure 3.7 Wind vane. 

For registration of the signals a 7-charmel tape recorder was used. 

In AppendixB1 some technical data are given. 
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As already mentioned previously we are interested in the relation between 

the windspeed recordings at different locations to get an idea of the flow 

uniformity in the rotor plane. To study this relationship we have deter-

mined the coherence functions which show the interdependence of the signals 

as a function of the frequency. In the next section it will be explained 

that this information can be derived from the correlation functions which 

give the relation between signals as a function of time displacement. We 

will distinguish between auto- m1d crosscorrelation functions. The farmer 

represents the relation of a signal to itself, the latter gives the correlation 

of two different signals. 

To determine the correlation functions we applied a digital correlator (see 

Appendix B1 ) • This apparatus is also suited to com.pute distribution 

functions. We used this possibility to find the mean wind speed during 

a chosen observation time. 

To obtain a high resolution rate in the correlation functions it is necessary 

to substract the mean value from the input signal. The pulse signal of the 

anemometer recordings was converted into an analog signal by means of a 

digital to analog converter, described in Appendix Br. This si~1al minus 

a voltage corresponding to its mean value was presented to the correlator. 

This correlator takes sanvles m1d computes the. function values at 256 points. 
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Being interested in positive and negative time lags the maxinrum lag 

number is 128. In our case the time between the samples was 0.8 seconds. 
,./ '--

Hence, the maximum time displacement was 102.4 seconds. The correlation 

functions were averaged over the observation time of 1024 seconds. 

(see Appendix BZ ) • The 256 values of each function were recorded by 

an x-t plotter and punchcd on paper tape in ASCII-code. From these 

paper tapes the speetral density and coherence functions were determined 

with the aid of a digital computer, the Burroughs B6700 of the University's 

Computer Centre. A few remarks about the computer piugram are given in 

Appendix B2 • 

In Figure 3.8 the analysis rnethod is shown in a diagram. 
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3.3 Description of a stochastic signal 

The analysis method of the wind Jat a will be described it\}rirt ,s,~c:~on. 
Firstly the definitions are given of the most important stochaé~ic quantities 

which are valid for continuous records of infinite length. In reality the 

observation time is finite and the data are sampled. It is evident tl1at this 

eaus es restrictions to the valid.i ty of the de fini tions. 

For example, the spectrum can be given only for a limited frequency range, 

for the upper limit corresponds with half the sampling ~dafi-., 

The theory which is treated in tl1is section is valid for stationary and ergodie 

signals. This means that the ensemble-averaged quantities of a signal are 

equal to the time-averaged quant i ties and that the averaged values are time 

independent. It will be shown later that for the wind the validity of this 

statement depends upon the time scale. For our purpos~ the theory will be 

applicable 161 • 
t-' 

A random process is considered to be formed by a collection of sample funclons, 

called the ensemble 171. 
The mean value of the random process at some time t 1 can be computed by taking 

the instantaneous value of pi" each sample function of the ensemble at time t 1, 

swnming the values, and dividing by the munber of sample functions. In a 

similar manner a correlation between the values of the random process at two 

different times, called the autocorrelation function, can be computed by 

taking the ensemble average of the product of instantaneous values at two 

times, t 1 and t 1 + '· The mean value and autocorrelation ftm.ction are given by 

A processis said to be stationa!Y when ~x(t 1 ) ru1d ~(t 1 ,~+,) are not 
dependent upon the time t 1• 

Now consider the k-th sample function and define 

~ (k) 
x 

1 T 
= lim T f xk(t)dt 
T -+oo 0 

(3. 1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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If a random proces is stationary, and llx(k) and ~Cr ,k) are independent 

upon k, the process is said to be ergodic. For ergodie random processes 

the time-averaged mean value and autocorrelation function are equal to 

the corresponding ensemble averaged values. 

Fortunately, randon1 data representing stationary physical phenomena are 

generally ergodic. For this reason the properties of s tationary random 

phenomena can be measured, in most cases, from a single observed time 

history record. 

In the following sections we will define the most important types of 
(--t~C ~"~.( 

statistical functions in order to describe the properties of random data. 

3.3.1 Mean values and variances -------------------------
For the mean square value of a sample time history record x(t) we denote 

Ijl 2 
x 

T 
= lim + J x2(t)dt 

0 T--roo 

The positive square root of this quantity is called the rms value. 

In equation form, the mean value llx is given by 

1 T 
llx = lim T f x(t)dt 

T--roo 0 

The varianee of a signal is defined by 

1 T 
1 f {x(t) 

0 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Tl1e positive square root of the varianee is called the standard deviation. 

Note that 

2 = Ijl 2 2 
0 x x - 11x (3. 8) 

For infinitly small t:.x the chance that x(t) asstnnes a value within the 

range between x and (x+t.x) is defined as the probability density function. 
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The pro5ability that the instantaneous value x(t) is less than or equal 

tosome value x is defined by P(x), the cunulative probability distribution 

function. The relation to p(x) is given by 

I/ x 
p(x) = f p(y)d y (3.9) 

-oo 

When the curve of P(x) has a symmetrical shape the n~an value ~x is that 

value x for which P(x) = l· 

3.3.3 Correlation and covariance functions ------------------------------------
The autocorrelation function of a-random process describes the general relation 

between the values of the data at one time to the valucs at another time. 

1 T 
~(-r) = lim T J x(t)x(t+1)dt 

T-+<» 0 , , . 
·'' i /) 

~ ( -r) is alwéiys a real-valued even funct ion wi th a maximum at -r=O. 

Note, that 

and 

~(0) 

2 
~(oo) = ~X 

'I' 2 
x 

The cross-correlation function of two sets of random data describes the 

general dependenee of the values of one set of data on the other. 

(3.10) 

(3.10a) 

(3. 10b) 

Consider a pair of tin~ history records x(t) and y(t). The cross-correlation 

function is defined by 

1 T 
R (-r) = lim T f x(t)y(t+1)dt. 
··xy 1'-_, 0 

(3.11) 

The function Rxy ( 1) is always a real-vaYt_;~:f)function, but does not 

necessarily have a maximum at T=O, nor is Rxy ( 1) an even function as was 

true for Rx (-r) • 

Note, that 

(3.11a) 

It is useful to introduce the following covariance functions, 
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(3.12) 

and 

C (t) = R (t) - ~ ~ xy xy xy (3. 13) 

called autocovariance function and cross-covarianee function respectively. 

Further a correlation function coefficient may be defined by 

;~' I' ' I '~ t~ 

/ 
(3. 14) 

For all ' - 1 < p (•) < 1 - xy - (3. 14a) 

If the mean values ~x(t) and ~ (t), together with the covariance functions 
y . -· 

Cx(t,t+t), Cy(t,t+t), and Cxy(t,t+•) are independent up6i t then the 

random processes {xk(t)} and {yk(t)} are said to be weakly stationary. 

If all possible probability distributions invalving {xk(t)} and {yk(t)} 

are independent of time translations, then the processes are said to be 

strongly stationary. 

A usual method of defining speetral density functions is in terros of Fourier 

transfarms of the correlation functions discussed in Sectien 3.3.3. This 

approach yields two-sided speetral density functions which are defined for 

frequencies (-oo,oo) and denoted by S(f). 

+oo 
../ A At ~' '-'_ /) t:.~'_~·~ <,' ( ..-"'"l-·rC' ( ( /. ,/:..--- "1, "·/'), -'..{:: .• <"·1 -'_J 

Sx(f) = f ~(t) exp (-j2nft)dt 
-oo 

~,_J ~/ ( !.) 2-,_ ~< /) :) (3.15) 

.(?, ,~, C. e, -· ,_:L- . ,(;{~-c-f · 1 • .-/ ;;-

+oo 

Sxy(f) = f ~(T) exp ( -j 2nft) dt 
-oo 

- (3.16) 

TI1e power speetral density function Sx(f) is a real, non-negative, and 

even function of f, whereas the cross-speetral density function Sxy(f) is 

a complex-valued function of f. 
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The one-sided power speetral density function Gx(f), where f varies only 

over (O,oo), is defined by 

(3.17) 

See Figure 3.9 for a graphical illustration of this relationship. 

........................... . .............. . 
...... ·· .... .~· ·· ... 

.. · ................... ........ .. .... ·· ·•· ......... ·· ... 
. · ·· .... .-· S(f) ·· ... 

.. ··· ... .. ·· .. ··· .-·· -.• .. 

Figure 3.9 

' 

The correspondence to the ~tationary (correlation functio~ ~ (') becomes, 

00 

0 < f < 00 

Conversely we may write 

00 

TI1e one-sided cross-speetral density function, Gxy(f) is defined by 

Gxy(f) = 2 Sxy(f) 0 < f < oo 

From equation (3.16), 

+oo 

Gxy(f) = 2 f Rxy(<) exp (-j2rrf<)d<= Cxy(f)- jQxy(f) 
-co 

where Cxy(f) is called the co-spectrum and Qxy(f) the quad-spectrum. 

Cxy(f) is a real-valued even function of f, whereas Qxy(f) is a real

-valued odd function of f. 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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When applying cross-speetral density information to physical problerns, 

it is aften desirabie to use a real-valued quantity given by 

= iGxy(f)i
2 

Gx(f)Gy(f) 
< (3.22) 

where y~2 is called the coherence function. 

When Yxy = 0 at a particular frequency, x(t) and y(t) are said to be 

incoherent at that frequency. If x(t) and y(t) are statistically independent, 

then yir(f) = 0 for all frequencies. 0~:-;-~, ;;,(I ,.,·c '"" 'S/J'', · 

When y~(f) = 1 for all frequencies, then x(t) and ~) are said to be 
fully coherent. In that case there exists a linear relationship between 

the two signals. So the coherence function shows the interdependence 

of two signals as a function of the frequency. 

It will be explained latèr that this function may give us information about 

the uniformity of the flow in the rotor plane of a windmill. 

For that purpose the wind speed will be measured at different locations 

and the signals will be analysed according to the above theory. 

/ ~ 

I 
In this sectien we will deal with the requirements of .sampling and digital 

computation. First we will discuss the estimation of correlation functions 

by direct computation of average products among the sample data values. 

Next the computation of power and cross-speetral density functions is 

treated. 

A concluding paragraph is devoted to coherence function estimates. 

For N data values {:x
11

}, n = 1 ,2,' ••• N, from a record x(t) the estimated 

autocorrelation frn1ction at the displacement rh is defined by 

r=0,1,2, ... m 

where h is the time interval between samples, r is the lag number, m 
"... 

is the maximtmJ. lag number, and Ry is the estimate of the truc value 1\ 
at lag r, corresponding to the displacement rh. As a rule of thumb in 

(3.23) 

order to obtain accurate results, it is desirabie to keep the ma:x~n lag m 

in less than one-tenth of the sample size N. Then changing the factor N-r 

by N in formula (3.23) is allowed. Estimates for the cross-correlation 

functions are defined by 
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N 

~(rh) = ~ n:1 ~Yn+r 

1 N 
R (rh) = -1,1 ~ ynxn+r 
yx ~ n=1 

For laterAdetermination of the cross-speetral density function 

estimate Gxy(f) we need 

Ar= AxyCrh) = ~{~(rh) + Ryx(rh)} 

.. 

(3.24) 

(3. 25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

To compute a speetral densjty function basedon a correlation function we 

use a discrete approximation of equation (3.18). 

Since the Fourier transform gives only exact results when applied to 

infinite and continuous time functions, errors are introduced. 

A "raw" estimate ~k(f) of a true power speetral density function Gx(f) 

is def ined by 

m k=t,l,Z, ••• m 

where h is the sampling interval, ~ is the estimate of the auto

correlation function atAlag r, mis the maximum lag number, fc is the 

cut off frequency, and Gx(f) is the "raw'' estimate of true value Gx(f) 

at frequency f. The index k is called the harmonie number. ~ 
The cut off frequency fc is given by 

according to the Shannon theorema. 

(3. 28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

To prevent aliasing errors (see 171) it is necessary to filter the data 

prior to sampling so that information above the maximum frequency of 

interest is no longer contained in the filtered data. Returning to the 
'V 

function Gk mentioned above we may compute a "smooth" estimate of the 
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power speetral density ftmction with a procedure called "Hanning". Let 
A 

Gk denote a "smooth" estirnate of Gk(f) at harmonie k, where the A replaces 

the ~. Then at the m+1 frequencies f=kfc/m; k=0,1,2, ••• m, we obtain 

Gk = 0.25 Gk_ 1 + 0.5 Gk + 0.25 Gk+l k = 1,2, ••• m-1 

In the sarne marmer we may derive estirnates for cross-speetral density 

functions. Using equations (3.21), (3.26) and (3.27) we obtain for 

(3.31) 

co-spectrum and quad-spectrurn at discrete frequency points f=kfc/m; k=0,1,2 •• m. 

~ m-1 A 
A 1rrk k 

Ck = 2h{A
0 

+ 2 L: A cos(--) + (-1) Am} 
r= 1 r m 

~ m-1 
Qk = 4h L: 

r=1 
BA • (nrk) 

r Sln -ID . 

~ ~ 

The Hanning method will deliver us smooth estimates for Ck and Qk from 

forrnulae similar to (3.31). 

For the cross-speetral density function we will use the estimate 

Finally, in terrns of digital calculations, at the discrete frequencies 

f=kfc/m the coherence function is written as 

" 2 " 2 
~ + Qk 

G G k,x k,y 

IG 1
2 

= __,,....xy~..---

Gk,xck,y 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

where Gk,x and Gk,y representS the digital values of the power spectrum 
estimates for x(t) and y(t), respectively. 
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3.4 Results 

As mentioned above wind speed measurements have been carried out at 

three locations near the windmill. One cupanemometer was situated 

on the measuring pole, another above the rotor and a third one below 

the rotor. The measurernents were performed with the rotor at rest as 

wellas with the windgenerator in eperation (n=1srad/s). This was 

done in order to investigate the effect of the rotatien on the wind 

speed near the rotor. 

Curnulative probability distribution functions, auto- and crosseovarianee 

functions, as well as power and cross speetral density functions have 

been determined according to the procedure described in Sectien 3.2. 

Here we will gi ve some examples of these functions. The most important 

graph shows the coherence of the signals, i.e. their relationship to 

one another in the frequency dornain. Further a curnulative distribution 

function and an auto-covarianee function of the wind direction are 

shown in this section. Additional graphs are found in Appendix C. 

Based on the power speetral density and coherence functions an estimate 

will be given of the power contained in the fluctuations of the wind 

which can not be extracted by a windrotor. 

Figure 3.11 shows a cumulative probability distribution function of the 

wind speed on the rneasuring pole when the rotor is at rest. The observation 

time was 1024 seconds, the sample interval 0.8 seconds. 

0.8 

O.b 

o.~ 

0.2 V (W\/s) 

0 2. 9 lo 

V 

Figure 3.11 Curnulative distribution of the wind speed. 



In Appendix C1 the curves have been drawn for the 3 locations in a 

graph especially suited to show a normal distribution. Referring to 

that graph the linearity of the curves proves that the wind has a 

nonnal distribution. However, this condusion is only valid for our 

observation time. When this time becomes long, e.g. a year, the 
/)-,- \ ,('•( 

distribution shows much resenililance to a Poisson di,stribution J3J. 
-~"'- ( - j_ ~·. : ' _., • , •• ,_., -~· t~ 
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To find the m;Un wind speed we took that value of V for whid1 P = 0. 5. 

The derivation of o is indicated in Figure 3.11. From statistics we 

know that for this purpose as limit values of P should be taken 

0.1587 and 0.8413. 

In Table 3. 12 a survey is gi ven of the mean wind speed V and the varianee 

o2 at the different locations for Q=O and Q=15 rad/s, i.e. when the 

rotor is at rest and when it is in operation. 

Also shownis the ratio o2;v2, a quantity which is important in our 

further analysis. The data were derived from the graphof Appendix C.1 

which was mentioned above. 

Table 3.12 Mean values and variances of wind speeds 

locations of the Q=O rad/s Q=15 rad/s 

v 2 2;-2 v 2 2;-2 aneiiDmeter 0 a V 0 o V 

(m/s) (m2/s2) (m/s) (m2;s2) 

measuring pole 5.9 2.25 0.065 5.25 1. 96 o. 071 

above the rotor 6.4 2.40 0.059 5.8 2.10 0.063 

below the rotor 5.75 2.25 0.068 5.4 1. 82 0.063 

To investigate the effect of the rotation on the wind speed near the 

rotor we calculated the relations between the mean wind speeds at 

the different locations and the relations between the variances (Table 3.13). 

Table 3.13 Relations between wind speeds • 

Q=O rad/s Q=15 rad/s 

1 2 v1;v2 
2 o1 /o 2 

2 
V1/V2 

2 
o 1 I o2 

2 

above rotor I 1.08 1. 07 1. 11 1.07 measuring pole 

below rotor/ 0.97 1. 00 1. 02 0.93 measuring pole 

above rotor/ 1.12 1.07 1. 14 1. 15 below rotor 
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Frorn Table 3.13 it could be concluded that there is a slight increase 

in the mean wind speed near the rotor. · I Iowever, because of the in

accuracy in the deterrnination of the rnean values verification of 

this assertien is necessary. 

It is suggested to investigate in further experiments the effect of 

the distance to the rotor tips. 

Figure 3.14 shows an example of an autocovariru1ce function. 

·· •.. / 
a~rro "'"'al io" 

.. 

0 20 6o 
't ( S) 

Figure 3. 14 Autocovariance function of wind speed on rneasuring pole. 

As can be seen in Appendix C.2 the shape of the autocovariance functions 

deterrnined for the windsignals at the three locations is essentially similar. 

Frorn equations (3.10a) and (3.12) we see that the varianee of the signal 

is equal to the value of the autocovarinace function for zero time lag, 

i.e. o2 = C(O). In Table 3.16 a comparison is given of the values of o2 

deterrnined in this way and the values derived frorn the above CUIIRllative 

distribution functions. Since the latter are more accurate this comparison 

gives us an idea of the errors in the calculated covariance functions. 
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Table 3. 16 Comparison of calculated variances. 

Q:O (rad/s) ~1::;1 5 (rad/s) 
o2(m2/s2) ó2(m2;s2) 

from from from from 
cumulative autocovariance cunnllati ve autocovariance 
distribut ion function distribut ion function 

measuring pole 2.25 2.5 1.96 

above rotor 2.40 2.75 2. 10 

below rotor 2.25 2.45 1. 82 

From Table 3. 16 it can be concluded that for n: 0 rad/s the variances 

calculated from the cumulative distribution functions are less than 

those derived from the autocovariance functions. In the case of 

1. 95 

2.0 

1. 75 

n:15 rad/s the differences are not significant. May be these dis

crepancies are the consequences of errors introduced in the substraction 

of the mean values before the calculation of the covariance functions. 
r,/~~-,~~-<--f!_.-G-_ uuf. ~-~.IVf~:.~"'- c- {" f;.(::;Li(Ov•C''--,./-1 {:-<1·' · 

From the shape of the autocovariance curve in Figure 3.14 it can be 

concluded that the wind is cornposed of signals with different time 

constants.Because of the inaccuracy in the covariance functions it is 

irnpossible to give· reliable values of these time constants. 

For the time being we will regard the wind as a first-order signal 

and give estimates of its varianee cr2 and time constant 1. A rough 

approximation, determined by means of the least squares method, is 

shown in Figure 3.14. The corresponding equation is C(1)::; 2 exp(-ITI/20). 

We can conclude that o2 ::; 2 m2!s2 and 1:20 seconds are useful estimates 

for our purpose. 

Referring to Figure 3. 14 the S)'IIII!.etry of the autocovariance curve, 

e.i. C(1)::; C(-T), is a sufficient condition to assert that for our 

observation time the wind is a weakly stationary random processl71. 

Since for random processes with a normal distribution weak stationarity im

plies strong stationarity it may be concluded that the wind falls in 

the class of strongly stationary random processes. Of course, from 

our experiments we may only conclude that this assertion is valid for 

a time scale of about one quarter of an hour. It is suggested to verify 

this validity for other observation times. 



The cross covariance of the wind speed signals of the anemometers 

on the measuring pole and above the rotor is shown in Figure 3.17. 

3 

.2. 
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0 2.0 Lto 

Figure 3.17 Cross-covarianee function of wind speeds at 

measuring pole and above the rotor. 

100 

In Appendix C.3 a survey of other covariance functions is given. We 

may conclude that there is quite some resemblance between the auto

and éorsscovariance functions, particularly for large -r. This 
E __ / • 

means that there is a strong coherence of the signals for low 

frequencies. This will be discussed later in this section. 

In Figure 3.17 it can beseen that the top of the curve has been 

displaced to about -r= -1 second. This can be explained from the 

fact that the distance between the anemometers was 7 meters in the 

direction of the wind and the mean wind speed was 6 m/ s. According 

to the procedure of section 3.3, from these covariance functions speetral 

density estimates have been derived. Here we will give some examples. 

The rest can be found in Appendix C.4. 

In Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 a power speetral density and a cross

speetral density function are shown, respectively. 
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Figure 3.19 

Cross-speetral density 

't . 
' \ 

function of wind 

speed on rneasuring pole. 

of windspeed on rneasuring 

pole and above rotor. 

The power speetral density function gives the intensity of each frequency 

component in the signal. 

Fronl Figure 3.18 it can be concluded that this intensity decreases very 

rapidly for increasing frequency. 

Using formula (3.35) a coherence function y 2 can be found frorn these speetral 

density functions. The results are shown in Figure 3.20. 
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From Figure 3.20 we see that the coherence of the wind speed at different 

locations near the rotor decreases significantly for frequencies in the 

range of 2.10- 2 Hz to 10- 1 Hz. However, it is rather difficult to choose 

a limit value. In the literature on this subject no unambiguous suggestions 

are given. 

Referring to Figure 3.1 which shows a section of the wind speed recordings 

it seerns plausible to assume a characteristic correlation time of about 

20 seconds which corresponds with a frequency of 5.10-2 Hz. Now let us 

say that the frequency range from 2.10- 2 Hz to 5.10-2 Hz is regarcled as 

a transient range where the uniformity of the flow in the rotor plane 

decreases significantly. The power contained in the fluctuations of the 

frequencies of this order and higher cannot be fully extracted by the 

windrotor at its maximum efficienc~ and we are interested in how much 

powerloss is involved. We calculated the power loss for the two limits 

mentioned above, i.e. firstly we determined the loss under the assumption 

that frequencies above 2.10- 2 Hz did not contribute to the power yield of 

the rotor, secondly we made this assurnption for frequencies above 5. 10-2 Hz. 



These calculations gi ve us an i de a of the power loss which can be 

expected in reality. 

Rernernber that the spectrum of the wind was deterrnined frorn the auto

covarianee function. Befare computing the correlation function 

the rnean value was substracted frorn the signal. Frorn equations (3.10) 

(3.12) and (3. 13) we see that o2 =
0
!

00

G(f)df, i.e. the varianee of the 

signal is equal to the area below the speetral density curve. For the 

graphical integration we convert the double-logarithrnic spectrum plot 

(Figure 3. 18) into a linear graph (Figure 3.21). 
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Figure 3.21 Speetral density function in a linear plot. 

Frorn integration we find o2 = 2.45 rn2/s2 while the autocovariance 

function gives o2 = 2.5 rn2;s2• 

So we rnay conclude that the deterrnination of the spectrum is rather 

accurate. A further discussion of statistica! errors in speetral 

density and coherence estirnates is given in Appendix C.S. 

Frorn Figure 3.21 we rnay derive that the contribution of frequencies 

above 2.10- 2 Hz to the area below the speetral density curve and, 

hence, to o2 is about 50%. For frequencies above 5.10-2 Hz this 

contribution is about 25%. 

p.S8 
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To determine the power loss in the high frequencies we first estimate 

the energy contained 1n the turbulence. Since the power in the wind 
-3 3 is not porportional to V but to V , the turbulence has a positive 

effect on the power. 
3-3 . 2 We try to write V -V in tenns of. a and V, which quantities are known. 

When V = V + v we may write 

2 2 -2 -z 
(J = V - V = V • (3.36) 

and 

--' 3 3 2 2 3 -3 -2 v- - V = V + 3 vV + 3 V V + V - V = 3Vv = (3. 37) 

where the third order term v3 has been neglected. 

At a wind speed of 6 rn/s with a varianee of 2.5 m2/s 2 we will find 

2 
3 ~2 = 21 % • 

V (3.38) 

So, assuming that frequencies above 2.10-2 Hz give no contribution 

to the power yield of the wind rotor we may conclude that about 10% 

of the power in the wind will be lost. For the limit 5.10-2 Hz the 

loss will be about 5%. In reality the power loss will be in the range 

between 5 and 10%. 

Finally we will pay some attention to the wind direction. 

In Figure 3.22 the cumulative distribution function is shown. 
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Figure 3.22 Cumulative distribution of the wind direction. 

Using the above method we found for the varianee o2 = 360 degrees2• 

In Figure 3.23 the autocavariance function of the wind direction 

?.00 

2.00 

1: C.s) 

0 1.0 eo 

Figure 3.23 Autocovariance function of the wind direction. 

is shown. From this figure it is obvious that the wind direction can 

be approximated by a first order signal having a time constant of 

about 5 seconds. 

IOO 
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4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

The behaviour of a wind machine can not be predicted from aerodynamic 

theory only. 'D1e variability of the wind in speed and direction affects 

the energy yield of the madüne as well as the mechanica! forces on the 

supporting structure. To describe these effects the tedmiques of system 

analysis are well suited. 

The first sectien of this chapter gives a survey of the relations between 

the rost important quantities involved. 

In the second sectien the steady behaviour of a wind machine is discussed, 

i.e. relations between input and output quantities are evaluated, dis

regarding all transicnt phenomena due to changing inputs and i11tertia 
~~ \_/ /--

effects. 

The third section deals with the dynamic behaviour. TI1e response of a 

wind machine to inputs whid1 vary in time is treated and the effects 

on energy yield and nted1anical forces are evaluated. 

In the fourth sectien some control and safety devices are reviewed. 

4. 1 Input-output relations 

The quantities which describe the behaviour of a windmill system eau 

be divided into two sets. 

The first concerns the power output of the system, the second the 

forces that are exerted on the structure. Of course, there is an over

lap between these fields. In the next sections the two sets will he 

discussed in terros of block diagrams. 

4. 1.1 ~~~~!-~~!2~! 

Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram for the power output of a wind generator. 

The dotted parts are specific for the Bosman wind generator. (see Appendix A). 

In the rest of this section the block diagram will be treated in rore detail. 
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Figure 4.1 Bleekdiagram of power output m1d related quantities 

for a wind generator. 
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The left part of the block diagram represents the windmill rotor. The driving 

torque Qm is determined by the rotational speed n and the wind speed Vax 

(see also section 2.1). 

TI1e right part represents the load. The torque demanded by the load Q1 
depends on the rotational speed and the b.toad characteristic. 

In the rniddle the main dynamica! aspect is found: the acceleration or 

deceleration of the rotor, detennined by the difference between Qm and Q1 
and the mass moment of inertia of the rotating parts. In system theory 

n is called a state variable. This means that future states of the system 
drJ 
aFe not only dependeBt on future values of the input quantity V ax' 

but also on the present value of n. 

In the left part Vax, the wind velocity component along the axis of rotation, 

is indicated as input signal. This is based on two assumptions: 

- TI1e dri ving torque is determined by the axial component of the wind 

velocity (see section 2.3.2). 

- Tile wind velocity is uniform over the plane of rotation. Without this 

asswnption there would be an infinite, or at least a large, number of 

input signals, viz. the wind speeds at different locations in the rotor 

plane. Tile effect of a simple linear gradient can be evaluated (see 

section 2. 3. 2). More complicated aud especially time dependent wind 

st ructures are far IIDre dif ficul t to deal wi th theoretically. In 11 0 I 
a method is reviewed for calculating the effects that turbulence has on 

windrnill performance by simulating the turbulence by means of a digital 

computer. Results are shown only with respect to the simulated turbulence. 

In the left part two dynamica! effects are neglected: 

- The aerodynamic flow around the rotor blades is asswned to be steady, i.e. 

the flow needs much less time than the rotational speed of the rotor to 

adjust itself to changing wind speeds. In terms of system theory the 

aerodynrurüc time constant 'a is neglected with respect to the time con

stant ,~1 of the rotorsystem. 'a is of the order of c;v rel where c is the 
chord of an airfoil and V 1 is the air speed relative to this airfoil. re 
In the case of the Bosman madüne 'a is of the order of 0. 01 s (wi th c= 1 0 on 

and V rel= 10 nv s) whereas T Q will prove to be s to 10 seconds (see section 

4.3.1). Non steady aerodynamics would result .in a time dependent relation 

between À and CQ. 
/ 
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The blade angle control is assumed to be steady. In reality it is a rnass

spring system having two time constants. These are much smaller than 

the time constant of the rotor system, 'ft' 

In the right part the gearing, generator and electric load are regarcled 

as one system. All dynamic effects in this part are negligible., 
()cr+:Û/t5L~ '4') a / , c ,? r"/'.C>~= ' ' . -~ ' 

,, ó 

. 4. 1. 2 ~~!f~~-~~-!!12!!1~~!~ R-A lj-P ;f 'rv/ 1: - if (-?,,cL 's ((> ~· , j ]{ h 

Two of the assumptions made in the previous section are also used he re. ) 

The flow around the blades is assumed to be steady. The wind veloei ty is 

assumed to be illliform over the rotor plane (a theoretica! and experimental 

investigation of the effects of non axial and non w1iform flow with 

re gard to propellers is described in 1111 and 1121 ) • 
Figure 4.2 shows a block diagram for the farces and moments that act 

on a wind machine stmcture. The vane system of the Bosman generator is 

incorporated in this diagram because it is closely related to the gyroscopic 

farces. There are, of course, some interconnections with the preceeding 

diagram (Figure 4.1), viz Vax, À, e and ft • 

In the right part of the diagram the important farces and moments are 

indicated tagether with the quantities by which they are determined. 

The aerodynamic farces and noments were already mentioned in L.napter 2 

(Qm, T and F, M "tch ) • p1 ,yaw 
The upper left part shows the derivation of the wind velocity components 

from wind speed and direction and the position of the windmill head. 

The lower left part represents the wind vane system. An important 

difficulty in this part is that Vvane is the wind speed behi.nd the 

rotor and is therefore affected by the rotor speed. 
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Figure 4.2 Block diagram of forces and moments. 
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4.2 Description of steady behaviour 

In this section the stcady characteristics of a wind machine system 

will be discussed, i.e. the relations between input and output quantities 
r~ ~(' 

for steady or equilibrium states of the system. The values of the output 

quanti ties ,are calcu_lated) which they will finally attain for constant 
'•, ,~/~ '-c-::::::: 

inputs. "/7 

These steady cl1aracteristics render in a simple way an idea of the behaviour 

of a wind machine, neglecting however all transient phenomena due to 

changing inputs and inertia effects. 

4.2.1 §!~~~Y-2Q~~!_QY!2Y! 

With regard to the power output (block diagram, Figure 4.1) a steady 

state is reached when IQ and so (Qm-Ql) have become zero when the wind 

speed has been constant for a sufficiently long time. 

Assuming Qm=Q1 the steady relations n (V) and P e (V) can be calculated 

(in steady state Vax=V). 

At first the relation between n and V will be derived. TI1is can be 

done by means of graphs of the torque-shaft frequency curves of the 

wind rotor and the load.) f~re the calculation will be made for the 
---------- - ·- -----·-- ----·-' 

Bosman wind generator. From the CQ-À curve (section 2.2.1) of the 

rotor Qm-n curves are found with parameter V (Appendix A.7). The Q1-n 

characteristic of the load (gearing and generator) depends on the 

field current of the generator and the voltage-current characteristic 
of the electric load. Here the load is assumed to be a 12V storage- tJ,? {" •<?cf.' ;_ ':fj

C-· ~ r ó-- c/ 
battery. The field current is regulated by the voltage controller in ' 

fl /> 

order to stabilize the output voltage at 14V. -, 'I 
1 

·- ,-t ,-cd. 

In this case Q1 only depends on n, so the generator has one specific 

characteristic (see also Appendix A.4). 

Figure 4. 3. shows the cl1aracteristics of the rotor and the load iri one 

graph. TI1C value of n corresponding to a particular value V
0 

of V can now 

be found from the point of intersection of the Qm-n curve corresponding 

to V 
0 

and the Q1-n curve. • 

In using this procedure one should keep .in mind that a steady state (In 

has become zero) implies stability. This means that d(~-Q1)/dn should 

be less than zero (see also Figure 4.1), or dQJcill<dQidn· So in 

Figure 4.3 point A is a steady point, while B is not. 
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Figure 4. 3 Evaluation of the steady Q (V) re lation of the Bosman 

generator. 

Due to the fonn of the torquc-shaft frequency curves there wi11 be a hysteresis 

in the Q (V) relation. For increasing wind speed the machine only starts running 

when Qm(O)>Q1 (0), so it starts in pointS in Figure 4.3. For decreasing wind 

speed the point of operatien shifts along the Q1-Q curve towards lower 

values of n. When point T has been passed, Q drops to zero. 

Cto 111e Q (V) re lation is shown in 
4&.:o 
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Figure 4.4 Steady S1(V) relations 

of Bosman wind generator. 

Figure 4.4. 111e vertical lines at 

low wind speeds are due to 

the hysteresis effect described 

above. 111ey do not correspond 

to steady states. On these 

lines the system is instable 

and moves in the indicated 

direction. The curve indicated 

by M=O has been calculated 

assuming no blade angle control; 

the one indicated by ó8(S1) is 

based on the calculated M-S1 

relation (Appendix A.3.). 
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Figure 4.5 Steady Pe(V) relations 

of Bosman wind generator. 
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iAlso the manufacturers specifications 

are shown (indicated by "Bosman"). 

Now the Pe(V) relation can be 

calculated. For the generator the 

Pe-n relation is known (Appendix 

A. 4) • Using this the n (V) graph 

can be converted into the Pe(V) 

graphof figure 4.5. 

4.z.z g~!i~!iQ~_Qf_!h~-~~~rgy_yi~l~ 

1.0 

.9 

.b 

.1 

0 

From the steady Pe(V) relation (see preceding section) an estimate of 

the energy yield can be made, if the wind regime at the site where the 

machine will operate is known. 'flte calculation has been performed for 

the Bosman wind generator, if it were placed at Den Helder, Netherlands. 

p (v) 

V (~AA/s) 

I I 

5 IO 

Figure 4. 6 Cunrulati ve wind speed 

distribution at Den Ilelder. 

I I 

Figure 4.6 shows the cumulative 

distribution function of the 

wind speed, measured at 6 metres 

above ground level 131. It is an 
average over a number of years. 

Using a Pe(V) relation of Figure 

4.5 it can be transformed into 

a distribution function .of the 

electric power (Figure 4.7). 

The drawn curve is based on the 

calculated Pe(V) relation (with 
blade angle control ile(n)). In 

the hysteresis region (Figure 

4.5) the half Pe values have been 

used. The dotted line shows the 
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t.o distribution function according 

. 8 to the manufacturer' s specif i cations • 

Here it was assum.ed that the machine 

is stopped at wind speeds above .b 

.t, 
îT m/s, since no data were available 

for that region. 

-~ 

0 +---~---+--~~--+---~--~--~--~ 
0 IOo 

Figure 4.7 Cumulative power 

distribution for the Bosman 

generator. 

'3oo 

/ 

We can now estimate the average power output from the area above the cumu

lative distribution function. For thc calculated Pe(V) an average of 146W is 

found and for the Bosman specifications 11 5W. So the machine produces as 

an average about one thi rd of i ts maximal power. TI1e energy yield is a bout 

11 50 kwh/year. ..:1 5~ () 

In the above calculation methad two sourees of errors are involved. Firstly, 

data from whid1 cumulative distribution functions are derived, are usually 

base<.l on wind speed averages over ten minutes. The power deli vered by a 

wind machine is in general proportional to the tl1ird power of the wind speed. 

In the methad described above however power values were calculated from the 

10 minutes averages of a cumulative distribution function. 

So the real energy yield will be somewhat higher than calculated (because 
V3>V3). 

According to 3.4 this is about 10 to 15 percent for the Bosman generator. 

TI1e second souree of errors has an opposite effect. 111e dynamica! behaviour 

(due to rotor and mill head inertia) tends to decrease the energy yield 

(see section 4.3.3). 

4.2.3 ~!~~~y_f2!f~?-~~-~~@~g!~ 

In the block diagram of the farces (Figure 4.2) steadiness means that the 

win~irection has been constant so long that the position of the windmill 

head has become equal to the azimuth of the wind veloei ty. TI1en ~head 
will be zero and so will the gyroscopic forces. Also v', the horizontal 
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velocity component perpe~icular to the rotor axis, will be zero.So 

pitching and yawing forces only occur due to w', the elevation com

ponent of the wind veloei ty. Dur ing real opera ti on v' is nuch larger 

than w' due to the inertia of the vane system. 

Therefore the pitching and yawing forces and moments will be treated 

in secion 4.3.4. 

1be steady forces and JTXJments can be calculated as ftmctions of the wind 

speed by way of the steady ~2 (V) re lation (Figure 4. 4). 1be resul ts 

for the Bosn~ machine will be shown here. 

/ 
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Figure 4. 8 Steady Jri.ving torquc 

of Bosman machine. 
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Figure 4.9 Steady thrust of 

Bosman machine. 

The steady relation between 

Qm, the moment exerted on 

the rotor axis and the wind 
speed can be found from the 

steady n (V) curve (Figure 

4.4) and the Qm-n or Q1-n 
curves (Figure 4.3). There 

is not llD.lch difference between 

the situation with blade angle 

control c~e(n) and the-situation 

without (~e=O) due to the 

decrease of Q1 at high values 

of n. 

The relation between thrust and 

wind speed is derived from the c;,c.q 
curve (section 2.3.1) and the n(V) 

curve (Figure 4.4). For this 

purpose also the steady À(V) curve 

has been calculated (Appendix A.7). 

Figure 4.9 shows the T(V) relation 

without blade angle control. 
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Figure 4.10 Steady centrifugal force 

on one blade of the Bosman madüne. 
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TI1e centrifugal force is a simple 

quadratic function of n:mn 2rc, 

where m is the mass of a blade, 

and re the distance of the center 

of mass to the axis of rotation. 

Using the data of Appendix A. 5 

and the n (V) curve (Figure 4. 4) 

the centrifugal force on one blade 

can be calculated as a function of 

wind speed (Figure 4.10). 

As can be secn from the previous sections there are quite a nuniDer of non 

linear relations between thc important variables. It is, however, very complicated 

if not impossible to give an analytica! description of the dynamic behaviour, 

using non linear relations. So in th.i s sectien a linearized description of the 

behaviour of a windmachine will be used. A few effects of nonlineari ty, however, 

will also be treated. A linear theory only gives accurate results if the 

variations in the input quantities are relatively small. This is certainly 

not truc for a wincbnachine (the varianee of the wind speed is in the order of 

a quarter of the average value). 111e results shoulll be regarcled as a first 

approximation. 

In this sectien the wind direction wi11 be assumed to be constant. Only 

variations in the wind speed will be regarded. 111Cn dynamic effects only occur 

in the power output part (block diagram Figurc 4.1). All relations in the 

diagram of the forces (Figure 4.2) remain steady. So the only differential 

equation we have to deal with is the one in the milldle of Figure 4.1. In tenns 

of system analysis this is the state equation: 

(4. 1) 

In this section first the transfer from V to n will be discussed. For this 

purpose wc note that in Equation 4.1 ~is a function of À and V (disregarding 

blade angle control),that À in its turn is a function of r2 and V and that Q1 
only depends on ~' (see Figure 4. 1). So all terms of Equation 4. 1 are functions 

of n and V. For n and V wc now write: 



Q = Q + [IQ 
0 

V = V + liV 
0 

r 
By linearizing Equation 4.1 (sec Appendix F.1) we can write 

For the time constant Tn one finds: 

with I total mass moment 

of inertia 

R radius of rotor 

CQ ' = dCQ/ cl>, 

À =.n. R/V 
0 0 0 

For the amplification factor lln one finds: 

(a) 

(b) 

Of course, lln is also equal to the sl0p0 of the steady n(V) curve: 

cill 
0 
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( 4. 2) 

( 4. 3) 

(4.4) 

( 4. 5) 

( 4. 6) 

From Equations 4.4 and 4.5 it follows that l-Ig and Tg are functions of n
0 

and 

V
0

• Using the steady n(V) rclation (section 4.2.1) lln and Tn can be writtcn 

as functions of the wind speed V only. 
0 

The values of lln and Tn have been calculated for the Bosmangenerator, using 

data from Appendix A anJ. the steaJy n(V) curve of Figure 4.4. Blade angle 

control is nat regarcled here. 
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Figure 4.11 Relative arnpliflcation 
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Figure 4. 12 Time constant for thc 
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Figure 4.11 shows the amplification 

factor as a function of the wind 

speed. Instead of the real ~Q a 

dimensionless amplification factor 

c~Q is shown: 

( 4. 7) 

TI1is describes the transfer from 

!:J.V/V to I:J.f2/f2 instead of the one 
0 0 

from i:J.V to I:J.Q. The time constants 

are the same in both cases. The 

advantage of the dimensionless 

amplification factor above the 

nonnal one is tha t i t gi ves a 

better idea of the sensitiviness 

of f2 for variations in V. 

Figure 4.12 shows the time constant 

as a functinn of the wind speed. 

By way of hte Laplace transfonnation of the linearized state equation ( 4. 3) 

the relation between !J.rl. and tJ.V cM be written as a first order complex 

transfer function. 'D1e transfer flmctions from i:J.V to ether variables can then 

be calculated by Jinearlzing the algebraic cquations that conneet the ether 

variables to f2 and V and then substituting the tJ.Q/tJ.V transfer function. Here 

several results will be treated (the derivations can be found in Appendix F.1). 

As an illustration graphs of the step responses are includeJ. The numerical 

values of the constants involved are shown for the Bosman generator (without 

blade angle control). 
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Figure 4.13 shows a step in the wind 

speed of one per cent. Responses of 

several variables to this step will 

be shown. 

The transfer function from ~V to ~n 

is obtained by Laplace transformation 

of Equation 4.3: 

_~n_c_s_) ;_n_0 = _c....;JJ_n_ 
(4. 8) 

~V(s)/V 1 + s-rn 
0 \[ 

• Ifere s is the complex variable. 
b 

Figure 4.14 shows the corresponding 

step response. The numerical values 

of CJ.ln and 'n as a function of V are 
shown for the Bosmangenerator in 

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. 

from À = nR/V and Equation 4.8 we 

find (see also Appendix F.1): 

~À(s)/À0 
~V(s)/V0 

= _c....:,JJ_n_- 1 

1 + STQ 
(4.9) 

The step responsei shown in Figure 4. 15, 

can be understood in a simple way from 

À = OR/V. At a positive step in the 

wind speed À instantaneously deercases 

due to the factor V in the denorrûnator; 

after that À gradually increases due to 

the gradual increase of ~l (Figure 4. 14). 
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Using 4.8 and ~ = AV2CQ one obtains 

(see also Appendix F.1): 

~~(s)/~ = c + cllçz 

b.V(s)/V
0 

JJQ1 1 + s-rQ 
(4.10) 

with 

cllQ1 
À CQ I (À ) 

= 2 - 0 0 

CQ(À0 ) 

and 

CJJQ2 = 
ÀoCQ I (Ào) 

cJJQ 
CQ(À0 ) 

The step response (Figure 4.16) can be 

understood as fellows: A positive step 

in the wind speed causes an instantaneous 

decrease of À (Figure 4.15) and by 

consequence an increase in CQ. So Qrn 
increases instantaneously due to y2 as 

well as due to CQ. After that À gradually 
increases and so Q gradually decreases. rn . 
It is now obvious that due to gusts rnuch 

larger rnoments will be exerted on the 

rotor than expected frorn the steady 

values (see 4.3.4). The values of the 

constants are shown for the Bosman

generator in figure 4.17. 
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2 2 . 
from 4.8 and T = !pnR .V ·S we obtain 

in the same way as 4.10: 

öT(s)/T
0 

öV(s)/V
0 

with 

2 -

c 
J..IT? 

À c,' (À ) 
01 0 

c;.cÀ0 ) 

(4.11) 

The step response (4.18) can be understood 

ci"Tt t c,.n / .... ', .......... ..... in the same way as that for öQm (Figure 
,' ... 4. 16). 111e only difference is, that in 

/ 

"' ,~"' general c;.' is positive whereas CQ' is 

V (. w./s 

6 

Figure 4.19 Constants in the 

V-T transfer ftmction 

B 

negative in the nonnal range of operation. 

We can now conclude that the maximal 

thrust will not be increased due to gusts. 

Figure 4.19 shows the values of the 

constants for the Bosrnangenerator. 

4.3.2 Y~r!~!!2~~-gf_~!~g_g!r~~!!2~ 

In this section the magnitude of the wind velocity will be assurned to be 

constant. Frorn variations in wind direction the most important dynamic 

effects occur in the wind vane systern (see Figure 4.2 block diagram of 

forces). TI1e differential cquation for this systcrn is a littlc more 

cornplicated to dcrive than the one for the V-rl systern. The sketch of the 

vane system in Figurc !J..ZO givcs a survey of the qunntities involved. 
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Tiw wind strikes the vane at an angle o: 

6 = <P - <I> V h ( 4. 12) 

Duc to its own motion however the wind 

vane does not see an angle of incidence 

o, but an effective angle of incidence 

whid1 we will call a. For srnall angles. 

of attack we can write for the difference 
• a: 

( 4. 13) 
V 

Figure 4.20 Wind vane system. Now a can be written as: 

• 
a = 0 - e 

For small angles of incidence the force F that directs 

wind is proportional to a (see Appendix A.Z): 

F = 1pV
2sc 'a 

2 F 
/'1' (~ 

where s vane area c - ..._....., '---r:: . 
CF': constant (see Appendix A.Z) 

The differential equation for the vane system is: 

(4. 14) 

the vane into the 

• 

(4.15) 

/ofx 

r1 ~I = r F ( 4. 16) 
1 1 V 

where r11 mass moment of inertia about the 

vertical axis. 

By substituting 4.12 and 4.13 into 4.14, then 4.14 into 4.15 and~ 

4.15 in its turn into 4.16 we find the differential equation for 

<Ph and <Pv= 
} 

~~ r ;(; (4. 17) 
- !y 

' ) 

where w11 is the natural frequency of oscillation 

• 

• 
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Without damping C%=0) the system would oscillate at a frequency w\\. 

If 0<%<1 the vane tends to oscillate at a frequency wh/1-%2 (for 

instanee aftera step in the wind direction). In the case of critica! 

damping the damping factor is unity. For larger values of the damping 

factor there is no tendency to oscillate. 
' For the Bosman generator one finds, using the data of Appendix A.1, A.2 

and A. 5: S::- o. 6 y 

% = 0.16 

!; .:: v 2. 3 

( 4. 18) 

From 4.18 it follows that the "length of oscillation" will approxirnate

ly be 2n-7.5 = 47 rnetres, i.e. after 47 metres of air have passed, 

the vane has perforrned one period of oscillation. The damping factor 

proves to be independent of the wind speed. As an illustration Figure 

4.21 shows a response of <Ph to a step in ~v· The transfer function 

which we will need later is: 

so \00 

Figure 4.21 

Step response of the Bosman 

wind vane. 

(S'O 

<Ph(s) 
<PvCs) - 1 zn 

- s 2 + _-_h s + 1 
2 w1 Wh 1 

From the above derivation we expect a rather poor perfonnance of the 

Bosman vane in fluctuating winds. Due to the tendency to oscillate 

a rather large o will ren1ain most of the time, resulting in a 

(4. 19) 
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decrease in the power output. Also a large Qh will occur, which causes 

large gyroscopic effects (see block diagram 4. 2). These aspects wi11 

be treated in more detail insection 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. 

Until now med1anical friction in the vertical axis has been neglected. 

Here we will regard a constant, non speed dependent friction moment 

Mfriction' Thisvcausesa hysteresis in the response of ~Jlh to ~Jly· 

At sma11 angles ó the force F (4. 15) is not sufficicnt to overcome 

the friction. The anglc o at which the vane starts to move can be found 

from 4.15: 

oh . ysteres1s 

The .Bosman madüne had originally slip r ings and brushes to transfer 

the electric output current and the measuring signals. These caused 

a friction of approximately 5 Nrn. So the angle of hysteresis was: 

óh . 2.2 ysteres1s = ~ 
v2 

(rad) 

For 5 rn/s o is about 5 degrees. Befare the experiments the slip rings 

and brushes were rernoved. /'/'""-"~r _k?J:Jer_? ct:.v-rJ~-"/-~~ 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

In the above derivation of the differential equation the wind speed 

plays an important role, i.e. the wind speed near the vane, behind the 

rotor. This wind speed will be less than that in front of the rotor. 

1he difference depends on the tip speed ratio. When the machine is 

operating in its optimal point the speed behind the rotor is approxima

tely two third of the undisturbed speed (according to the liDmenturn 

theory, see section 2.1.1). This causes a decreasein wh (equation 4.18) 
by a factor 1 ~. The damping Dh is nat affected. 

//) <, __.) 
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4.3.3 ~fi~f~~-2~_2Q~~!_Q~!2~! 

In this section two important dynamic effects on the power output will 

be treated. 111e first one is the deercase in the power coefficient 

as the re sult of rotor inert ia effects. 1be secoud is the deercase 

in power output due to variations in the wind direction. The results 

of this section are valid when the wind speed and direction can be 

assumed to have normal distribution functions, i.e. for time scales 

from a few minutes toa few hours (compare section 3.4). 

Rotor inertia 

The power coefficient has a maximum value for one tip speed ratio. 

TI1e tip speed ratio varies continuously due to variations in the 

wind speed and the inert ia of the rotor. TI1erefore the average 

power coefficient will always be less than the maximum value. In 

this subsection we want to give an idea of this decrease. 

·n1e problem has been simplified by the following assumptions: 

1. In steady state the windmillis operatingat its optimal tip 

speed ratio, so Q is proportional to V. This is the case, where 

the decrease in the pówer caefficient is the most interesting. 

2. TI1e power coefficient-tip speed ratio curve is quadratic. For 

rost wind rotors a reasonable approximation near the optimal point 

is ·.~----can be written as: 

Cf,-Ào) 2 
Cp = CP max ( 1- 2 ) 

Ào 
(4.22) 

To be able to estimate the average deercase in Cp we first have to 

calculate the varianee of À. For this purpose we have to know the 

/. 

spcctnun of the wind speed fluctuations <llld the transfer function from wind speed 
to tip speed ratio. 

TI1e wind speed variations are asstuned to have a first order autocorrelation 

function (see section 3.4). So the power spectrum is: 

( c. 7. y) 

• Y_/ 

qr // (O 

c 

·) 

(4.23) 

The transfer function from V to À is given by equation 4.9 (due to 

assumption 1 we have cll~2 = 1) : 
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LU/À0 (s) 

tN/V
0

(s) = T+ sT~ - ( 4. 24) 

Now we can calculate the ratio between the relative varianee of À and 

that of V (Appendix F.2): 

(4.25) 

For Ty/T~ << 1, the wind speed fluctuations are ruch faster than the 

reaction time of the rotor, so ~ is constant, and the relative 

changes in À (=~R/V) are equal to those in V. For Ty/T~>>1 the variations 

in the wind speed are very slow compared to the reaction time of the 

rotor. 'This is equivalent to a stcady situation. 13ecause of assumption 1 

aÀ
2 is then zero. 

Now the relation between the average decrease of the power coefficient 
;"'~ 

and the varianee of À has to be established. From cquation 4. 22 ~ can 

derive: 

(4.26) 

2 2 The time average over the right part of 4.26 is exactly- aÀ /Ào . 
So now, using (4.25) we obtain: 

(4.27) 
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Figure 4.22 is an illustration of equation 

'· 27. 
For the Bosman generator we find, using 

oy/V0=1/4, 'V = 20 s (see section 3.4) 
and 'Q = 5 to 10 s (see Figure 4.12) 

that the average deercase of the power 

coefficient is between one and two per 

cent. 

Figure 4.22 Relative deercase of 

In the preceeding derivation equation 4.22 

10 plays an important role. Rotors however 

that are designed very acrnrately to have 

power coefficient due to rotor a maximal Cp at one specific À usually 
interia. have a Cp-À curve that is sharper near the 

optirnal point than follows frorn 4. 22. 

Tiwn the average deercase of Cp is larger than follows from 4.27 (compare Figure 

2.15 for öe=O and 60= -3°42'). 

Variatiens in wind direction 

A wind vane system (or for that matter any yawing systcm) can not keep a wind 

machine directed exactly in the wind when it is eperating in fluctuating winds. 

Tiüs, of course, causes a deercase in power output. In this sub section an 

approxirnation of this deercase will be given. 

First an expression for the varianee of the angle 8 between the wind velocity 

and the axis of rotatien will bc Jcrived. For that purpose we need the power 

spectrum of the wind direction; according to section 3.4 this is a first order 

spectrum: 

2 '<t> 
2 V 

G~ (s) = a cp --.,...2-..,...2 V V 1 - s T 
ct>v 

(4.28) 

Also the transfer ftmction of 'Vy to 6 has to be knrnvn. Bccause 6 is equal to 

Cct>v- ~h) this is (cornpare equation 4. 19): 

6 (s) = 
cpV(S) 

1 
1 - --.--~-~---

1 2 + 2Dh 5 + 1 -z s 

~ ~ 

Now we can calculate the ratio between the varianee of o ancl that of <Pv 
(see appendix F.2): 

( 4. 29) 
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2 
2 2Dl + 4Dh ~ T"' + ~ T 

o o l '~'v ~V 
----zo = -2Tl--+ -4-n--:2,....------2-Tl-=z-=2 

<Pv -11 h wh' <Pv + _h(lh '<Pv 
( 4. 30) 

This result is illustrated in 

Figure 4.23. If ~'cl> = 0 the 

changes in the wind V direction 

are infjnitely fast or the vane 

system is infinitely slow. In 

other words ·the mi11 head does 

not n~ve, so 0 0 ~ocp . If wh'cp =oo 

V . V 
the wind vane system can react 

much faster than the wind direction 

fluctuations, so ó=O. 
0 

0
+_

0
_

1
_o ...... o_1_..,0_t-,--0 .__1--+,---'-3--,0t--..:::::::i;::o:;;;;;;;~10o We see now that in certain regions 

Figure 4.23 varianee of o due to the the varianee of ó can be larger 

dynamic behaviour of a wind vane system. than that of <Pv; this is not what 

a wind vane system is designed for! 

In Figure 4.23 the values for the Bosman machine are indicated, using 

~1= 0.5 to 1 (with V=4 to 8 m/s), ~1=0.16 (see equation 4.18) and '<Pv=5s 

(see section 3.4). 

Now the decrease in the average power output due to variations in ó will be 

estimated. The windmill is asswned to be operating in its optinnl point; 

variations in .\ will not be regarcled here. 'D1e effect of o on the p&er 

output ltas been treated in section 2. 3. 2: 

3 
L\C = C (cos o - 1) 

p pllllX 

3 
For cos o the following approxination can be used: 

'D1e average of ó 1s o~ 2. So now we can wri te: 
ö 

-"EL 
~ = p 
p c 

Pnux 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

( 4. 33) 
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For the Bosmail generator at the experimental site this deercase is 

approximately 13 to 23 percent. (Using a<Pv= 1/3 rad., see section 3.4, 

and figure 4. 23) 

4.3.4. Effects on farces and moments 

In the previous section the main .results were given as average values, 

the average increase or deercase <~power or efficiency. In this section 
J' 

tl1e quanti ties considered are not average but maximum values. Espeeially 

foT construction purposes one has to know the accuring maximal foTces. 

In tlüs secticm three dynamie effects on the farces and moments will be 

discussed. rirstly tJ1e effect of wind speed fluctuations on the driving 

torque wi 11 be treated. In gusts the magni tuJe of tl1e torque may be 

scveral tunes tne steady value. Secondly gyroscopic manents are reviewed. 

These are induced by tJ1e tuming of the machine head, due to wind direction 

fluctuations. For one and two bladed machines these are periadie with a 

frequeney, twice that of the rotor. A tlünl effect, also eonnected with 

wind direction fluctuations, is tl1e appearance of pi telling and yawing 

farces and moments, duc to non axial flow. 

When the wind speed suddenly inereases, the torque instantaneously rises 

to a Jligh value and after tl1at gradually diminishes to a new steady 

value (fig. 4. 16 and 4. 17 give an illustration of tJüs step response). 

To get an idea of the mmimurn torquc values, one should know tl1e maximurn 

changes that occur in the wind speed, amply within tJ1e reaetion time of 

the rotational speed. 

For tllC Bosmangenerator 'Q 1s 5 to 10 seeonds (sec fig. 4. 12). From 

inspeetion of wind speed recordjngs (see for instanee appendix G. 1 )- the 

maximum steps witlün onc or two secouds turn out to be of the order of 

50%. Now from fig. 4. 16 and 4. 17 the maximtml values of the torque ean bc 
i' , ... n.P 

ealculated. 'Dtis ealculation is, of course very rCI'~ because tJw results 

of fig. 4.16 and 4.17 were derived for small variations in the wind speed. 



Fig. 4. 24 relative increase of the 

torque due to wind speed steps of 50% 

(for tJ1e Bosnaruro.chine). 

Fig. 4.25 Coordinates 
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Fig. 4.24 shows as a drawn line 

the naxim~l torque increase 

in gusts of 50% and as a dotted 

line, the va lues, expected on basis 

of the steady characteristic (fig.4.8). 

Blade angle control has not been 

regarcled here. 

Tiw gyroscopic effects will be treated 

in the same coordinate system as used 

in section 2. 3. 2 (see fig. 4. 25). TI1e 

rotor rotates in the YZ plane. 11le 

vertical axis of rota ti on is assuned to 

be the Z-axis. In reality this axis is 

situa.ted behind or in front of the rotor. 

'Ibis has no influence on the gyroscopic 
-------- -t_--

effects. 11le coordinate systern is 

tJ10ugh t to be fixed to t11e he ad 

In appendix E the gyroscopic rnornents are 

calculated. Here only the results will 

be treated. Table 4. 26 shrns the moment 

components cxerted by the rotor on the 

supporting structure fur machines having one, two an<l three or more blades 

(B = 1, 2 and ~ 3). 
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Table 4. 26 force and moncnt components due to tunling of the mill head. 

B ~~ My M z 

') 

-Zin n su/w 1 -Inz '"'sinlj.tcoslj.t 2Inxnzsinlj.tcosw x z 

2 [ 2 . -Zin n s.in2
l/.t 2Inxnzsinlj.tcoslj.t - n Slnlj.tCOSljl z x z 

)3 0 - In n x z 0 

TI1e moment around the X-axis is not really a gyroscopic effect. It is due 

to the dynamic unbalancc in the rotation about the Z-uxis when a blade is 

not in u horizontal or vertical position. We see that for one and two 

bladed rotors the monents are pcricx.lic. The averages over one rcvolution 

of the rnon~mts around thc X and Z axis are zero. M is the nnin gyroscopic y 
montent. f./!c_('•C ../ ·,rd;/ 

To make an es tirm te for the Bosmarl rmchrne of thc magnitude of the moments 

thc maximurn nz has to be known. From section 4. 3. 3 it can be concluled that 

the standarcl deviation of the posi tion of the head is of the order of that 

of the wind direction. (about 1/3 rad, see section 3.4) For the maxinul 

deviations of ~h we shall take 1/2 rad. From section 4.3.2 it follows 

that the oscillation frequency of the mill head is of the order of 1 rad/sec. 

For an oscillation with amplitude 1/2 rad and ailgular frequency 1 rad/sec 

(~I :=(TV:~ós 1 . t) thc nnximurn speed ~~ o r 1"2 is: 1 I 2 md/sec. The gyroscopic 
l/\0/ l z 

mo~rits then have (with I = 15, see appendix A.S and n = 20 rad/s) an 
x 

amplitude of the order of 300Nm and a frequency equal to Znx = 40 rad/s! 

The mantent about the X-uxis duc to the dynamic unbalémce (sec table 4. 26) 

then has an arnpli tudc of approocimately 4Nm; thc driving torque lies between 
f 2 and 22Nm. 

/ 

Wind direction variations ar1d mill head inertia cause a non-axial flow and 

by consequence pi tchin~ ;mct yawing farces and montents. 

An aerodynamic theory oh non-axü1l flow has been given insection 2.3.2. 

Here we are dcaling wi th u disturhance veloei ty component v' (see fig. 2. 19 

and fig. 4.27), for small anglcs o equal to e.V. Us.i.ng the tables in 



Figure 4. 27 Coordinate system 

Table 4.28 pitching and yawing 

~!!~hL"' j 

Fz (N) t-~(Nm) 

- (0. 20 •..• 0. 27) (0.25 •••• 1) 
v2 . * osmwcosw v2 . z * ÓSln Ijl 
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appendix D.2 the farces and moments 

can be calculated. 

Approximate values have been 

calculated for the Bosman ma.chine, 

using the data of appendix D. 3. 

Table 4. 28 shc:ws the results. TI1e 

farces and moments are proportional 

to the square of the wind speed and 

to the angle ó; ti1ey are periadie 

w i th a frequency twice that of the 

rotor. TI1e numerical values depend 

on the tip speed ratio (see appendix D.3); 

only ranges are indicated here. 

farces and moments due to non-axial flow 
/'I 

; 
I I "' •,' --' .~ 

I 

!~I VI~ 

Fy(N) Mz (Nm) 

(0.20 •.•. 0.27) -(0.25 •••• 1) 

*yZ ósin2w vz . * ÓSlilljJCOSijJ 

/ 
' ... / 

t·'' ,J 
I 

; . 
For the Bosma.n ma.chine we can now make a comparison between ti1e farces 

and moments due to non-axial flow and other farces and moments that have 

tl1e same orientations. TI1e pi tching morent is dirccted along tl1e Y :-axis 

and so is the nnin gyroscopic morent. TI1e dependenee on the rotor blade 

pos i ti on Ijl is ti1c same in boti1 cases. 1he pi tching moment has (for V 

benveen 4 and Sm/ s and o = 1/2 rad) an arrqüi tule of 4 to 64Nm. The 

gyroscopic moment has in camparabie circumstances (seurevious sub section) 

an amplitude of about 300Nm, much largeT ti1an the ~chi~~Jit:-- t{M.oe~L(t"~-/' c 

'The yawing force and moment cause mantent compotients about the vertical 

axis of a wind ma.chine, so they interfere wi th the vane behaviour. Table 

4. 29 shows tl1ese moment components relati ve to the moment exerted by tl1e 

wind vane (see equation 4. 15 and the data of appendix A. 1. and A. 2.). Also 

the gyroscopic moment wi th respect to the Z-axis (see previous sub section) 

1s included ~or the force on the wind vane V was assurred to be 4 to 
'i 
I 



8m/s and ó 1/2 ra~~). A force or moment component is indicated as 

positive if it tends to turn the rotor out of the"'wind. 
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Table 4. 29 force and moment components that counteract the wind vane 

Cause of morrent around ~ertical axis 

vertical axis ~~ indvane 

Non-axial flO\IJ F (O.OS .•. 0.07)sin2 ~ y 
Non-axial flO\IJ Iv~ -(0. 11 ... 0.44)sin~cos~ 

Gyroscopic effect Mz (4 ......•.. 16)sin~cos~ 

Only for the component F y due to non-axial flO\IJ the tirre average 

is not equal to zero. So tl1is force really counteracts the vane. The 

other two components have zero averages; tl1ey will cause the mill head 

to be directed shakingly into the wind. The gyroscopic moment is very 
" 

large , 4 to 16 times tha t of tl1e vane ! 

4. 4. Control and safety dcvices 

In wind lffichines regulating devices are mainly used for two purposes. 

Firstly the transfer from wind energy into useful energy has to be 

maximized. IvEthods for this are discussed in the first sub section. The 

second sub section deals wi tl1 wind directing systems (really also energy 

yield maximizing regulators). In the third section safety devices are 

discussed. 

TI1e regulating devices iliat are u.sed in the Bosman wi11d machine are 

reviewed in more detai 1. 

TI1e pO\IJer ce:-efficient of a wind rotor has a maximum value for one specific 

tip speed ratio (see section 2. 1) 
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So the power transfer is maximal if the tip speed ratio is kept constant 

at this aptiml value. By way of load control this demnd can be fulfilled 

for the steady behaviour. 

Due to gusts and tl1e inertla of tl1e rotor however the tip speed ratio then 

still varies around its optirnal value. Atternpts have been made to shift 

the maximurn of the power c~fficient to the actual value of the tip speed 

ratio by regulating thc hlade angle. There is still sone confusion in 

this matter. Blade angle variation can also be applied for increasing the 

starting torque. 

Load control 

Load controls are mainly used to make a wind machine aperate at its aptimal 

tip speed ratio. 

TI1e demand of a constant, optimal tip speed ratio has the following 

consequences for the steady load characteristics: 

À = stR/V is cmstant, so the rotational speed is proportional to V. 

À is constant implies CQ = Q/!pV
2

nR
3 

is constant, so the torque is 

proportional to v2. 

Tagether this means that the load should have a quadratic characteristic, 

i.e. the torque must be proportimal to tl1e square of the rotational 

speed. Of course, the proportionali ty constant must have a specific value 

to obtain not only a constant but also an optinnl tip speed ratio. 

For the Bosman generator we shall calculate how this can be achieved by 

rneans of field current regulation. Frorn fig. 2.15 it follows tl1at the 

optimal tip speed ratio for the Bosman generator is about 7.5. 

The CQ value is then 0. 051. So the opti1Tl1.l load characteristics follows from: 

Q 

1 vz R3 ïP n 
0.051 and st~= 7.5 

Elirninating V yields: 

2 Q ::: o. 040 st 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 
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Fig. 4.30 (see also app. A.4) 

shows the load chardcteristics 

of the generator ~earing box 

incluled) with parameter IF' the 

field current. The optimal 

characteristic (eq. 4. 35) is 

indicated by À = 7. 5. 

From this graph the required 

field current has been calculated 

as a function of the rotational 

speed (fig.4.31). 

In fig. 4.30 and 4.31 the dotted 

lines show the characterisctcs 

of the built in voltage control 

of the generator. There is not 

much discrepancy between this one 

and the calculated optima! one. 

As an illustration fig. 4. 32 

shows the calculated steady tip 

speed ratios as a function of 

wind speed for both cases. 
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Until now only steady characterisbcs have been used. Application of a 

field current regulation as described here causes a wind machine to 

operate at its optimal À in steady state only. Because of rotor inertia 

i t is impossible to prr:'vent all variations of À. §.8_me impravement 

however with ~-i'"t~ the steady regulato~êbe obtained by using 

a controller, ha ving r1 and V as inputs, that calculates À and stahilizes 

it as well as possible. 

~l~d~~n_gl~ 5::0!!t.E_o..!:.. 

Besides adapting the load to the rotor characteris tics one nay think of 

a varlable rotor geometry in order to maximize the po.ver output. The 

maximum in the ~-À curve has to be shifted continuously into the direction 

of the actual value of À . This can be achieved by means of regulating 

the blade angle as a function of rotational speed and wind speed (or some 

force or torque that depends on wind speed) . The maximum ~ obtained in 

this way is always less than the original maximum, because the pitch of 

the blades is optimal for only one tip speed ratio. 

'I11e shifting of r__ to another tip speed ratio only has a positive effect -Pmax 
if the obtained CP is higher than the original one; in other worels if the 

new Cp-À curve lies partially outside the original one. This is illustrated 

Figure 4.33. Possible effects 

of blade angle variation. 

' 

in Figure 4.33. If a curve like A can be 

obtained, extra power will be delivered 

at low tip speed ratios. Curve B would 

give no improvement. About this matter 

there is some confusion in the 1i terature. 

Hütter 1131 has measured curves that 

remained totally iRside the original one. 

Van het Hu11 and Van de Ven 1141 havever 

have measured curves that lay outsiele the 

original one, only, ho.vever, for I~elatively 

low tip speed ratios. 

For the l3osnnn nachine only in the region 

of very low tip speed ra ti os (Fig. 2. 15) 

some curves might lie outside the original 

one. This is quite plausible because CQ can 

be increased for À=O by turning the blades. 

So the starting slope of the Cp-I.. curve can be increased (Cp=ÀCQ) and 

consequentJy C can be raised for small tip speed ratios. p 
Increasing the starting torque by turning the blades can certainly yield some 

gain; for in calm winds more of the hysteresis region (fig. 4.5) can be 

utilized. 
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The main methods applied to direct a wind n«chine into the wind are: 

a wind vane on a tail, a rotor placed do.vnstream of the tower or some 

kind of servo sys tem. 

A wind vane is a very common system. 

TI1e nain disadvantage of that of the Bosman generator is that i t induces 

fast changes of the mill head position, causing quite large gyroscopic 

forces (section 4. 3. 4), but does not keep the variations in the angle 

between wind velocity and main axis small. The tunüng of the mill head 

can be diminished by introducing more danping. 

Cri tical danping is for instanee achieved aerodynamically for Dç.,= 1 

(see eq. 4. 17). 

This yields for the Bosnan generator 

(4.36) 

111is would lead toa huge vane construction, for instanee a vane of 4.Sm2 

at a distance of 4m from the vertical shaft. l\1echanical damping would 

probably be better (perhaps sinply bad hearings). 

In a sys tem wi th the rotor behind the tower the aerodynamic forces on the 

rotor are utilized to direct the machine into the wind. A disadvantage 

of this system is that the tower wake causcs large forces on the blades 

(section 2. 3. 2). For onc and two ~laded rotors there is another problem: 

the force that directs the head ihto the wind periodically is zero (see 

appendix D. 2) 

( -

1he main causes for a wind power plant to break dCMTI are the centrifugal 

force, the thrust (axial force) and fatiguc due to vibrations. 

1he last danger can be diminished by a proper constiuction. Especially 

one and two bladed machines should be carefully .designed (section 2. 3. 2. 

and 4.3.4.). To avoid resonance oscillations it is very inportant that 

none of the eigen frequcncies of the construction is equal to or a 

multiple of a possible rotor frequency. 
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A wind machine can be protected against centrifugal farces by lirniting 

the rotational speed. Tiüs is aften achieved by means of a regulator 

that increases the blaJe angle liDder influence of centrifugal weights 

counteracted by a spring. This causes a decrease of CQ (fig. 2. 15) and 

thus of the torque, hence the rutational speed wl 11 diminish. 

A disadvantage of this system as applied in the Bosman Imchine is that 

the blade setting is changed even at low rotational speeds, thus decreasing 

the efficiency long befare a dangen)US speed is reached. Fig. 4. 34 shows 
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Figure 4. 34 Blade angle variation 
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the blade angle variation as 

a function of rotational speed. 

(Curve A, see also Appendix A.3). 

Far better would be a curve 

like B. In the Bosman Imchine 

a spring wi th spring constant 

5440N/m and unloaded length 

23cm is applied. Curve B can 

be achieved using a spring 

having constant 2000N/m and an 

unloaded lengtl1 46cm. 

In the previous section tl1e 

increase of the starting torque 

by b lade tuming has been 

discussed. We can now conclude 

that i t is very difficult to use blade angle variation for bath proteetion 

and increase of the starting torque. For this would require an increase of 

the blade angle at very low wind speeds, a decrease during normal eperation 

and again an increase at dange rous ly high speeds. Shefter [ 15] has proposed 

a system which deercases the blade angle further at high speeds. 

This also causes a deercase of the total driving torque. A disadvantage is 

the increase in the bending moments acting on the blades. 

A general difficulty in all blade tuming systems is that the hearings at 

the roots of the blades are heavily loaded by the centrifugal forces. 
~~ 

Another kind of safety device that prevents overspeeding is a device tl1at 

tums tl1e machine head out of the wind, for instanee by means of an extra 

vane. 

A wind machine can be protected against a breakdown due to thrust in the 

same way by limiting the rotatierral speed. 

A n~thod of diminishing vibrations, aften tLsed in rotors, placed behind thc 
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tower, is to give the bladcs some freedom in the downstream direction. 

Al though the centrifugal farces tend to keep the blades in the plane 

of rotation, they may flap hack in heavy gusts or in passing the tower 

wake. This system is called coning. 
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5. PERFORvtANC.E MEASUREMENfS 

In this chapter we will describe the 1neasuring methods used to determine 

the perfonnance characteristics of the Bosman wind generator. 

The measuring equipment, the data analysis methad and finally the results 

are reviewed. 

Insection 5.1 attention will be paid to the measurements performed with 

the BosJnan windmill as it is supplied by the manufacturer. Section 5.2 

deals with the measurements of dynamic properties of the system such as 

rotor time constant and vane behaviour. 

In section 5.3 the experiments are treated of the windmill in which 

the original AC generator has been replaced by a DC machine which can 

operate as a generator and as a motor. 

As wi11 be explained later this machine has been chosen because it enables 

us to determine the rotor tort.tue at constant rotational speed rather 

accurately. 

5.1 Original configuration with AC generator (~' 
1 

In the factory the Bosman windgenerator is equfped with a small AC generator 

with built-in rectifier and voltage control (Appendix A4). This type 

(Bosch 14V35A20) is used as a dynamo in motor-cars. Hence this generator 

is easily obtainable and rather cheap. 

In this section the measurements will be treated which have been carried 

out in order to verify the analysis given in the Chapters 2 and 4, and 

to check the specifications given by the manufacturer. In 5.1.1 the 

measuring methad is described while section 5.1.2 deals with the results 

of the measurements. 

5.1.1 ~~~Yr!~g-~~-~~~!Y~!~-~~!hQg 

In 01apter 3 we already included a situation drawing of the experimental 

site. So here it will suffice to describe the measuring equipment. 

A 7-channel tape recorder was used for reglstration of the following 

signals: 
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- windspeed from cupancmeter on measuring pole (see Figure 3.3) 

-wind direction from wind vane (see Figure 3.7). 

- angular speed of the rotor from tachometer (Appendix B1). 

- position of the rotor head (Appendix B1). 

- main current Ie of the generator. 

- voltage Ve of the battery. 

A 12V battery and a panel of ten 40W lamps were used as load for the 

generator. 

Simultaneous recordings were made of V, ~ and Ie on a 3-channel x-t 

recorder to obtain a visual check of the measurements registered by the 

tape recorder. 

Later a 7-channel x-t recorder was used - which was available only 

incidentally - to write the recordings of all the above signals. In 

Appendix G1 an a~ary section of such an x-t plot is shown by way 

of example. 

Mter this description of the equipment we will review the analysis 

method. We started our analysis by studying the recorded plots. It 

is obvious to make rough calculations in a simple manner before intro

ducing complex cornputation methods. 

So we proceeded as follows. In the x-t plots we looked for sections 

where the wind speed did not vary significantly (<3%) during about 3 

seconds. At the sarne time it was checked if the deviation of the rotor 

position from the wind direction was smal!. In that case the flow is 

alJnost axial. 

According to equation (4.1) the rotational speed~ of the rotor changes 

when the torque Om exerted on the rotor by the wind and. the generator 

torque Q1 are unequal to eachother. 

We have 

(5. 1) 

The generator torque has been converted to the rotor axis and hence, 

it has been multiplied by the gear ratio (8:1). Friction losses in 

the hearings and in the gear appeared to be negligible. In equation 

(5.1) I is the mass moment of inertia of all rotating parts. The 

contributions of gearing and generator are dependent on the square of 

the gear ratio. In Appendix AS a description is given of the method 

to detennine the moment of inertia. We found I = 15.4 kgm2• 
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In order to obtain the steady characteristics of the windgenerator we have 

to look for sections where n = 0 in the recorded x-t plots. 

Since I is rather large, small but fast variations in n already cause . 
significant errors. As it is difficult to find sectionswhere n is 

zero during several seconds a sufficient requirement will be that the 

mean time derivative of n is zero during the observation time of about 

5 seconds, while the variations in n are smooth. 

It is evident that we have to be very critica! in selccting useful areas 

in the x-t recordings. 

Using the above method we find a relationship between rotor speed n and 

wind speed V. The results of several measurements have been brought 

together in Figure 5.1. Specificatiens of the manufacttlrer and the 

theoretica! relationship are both included. TI1e latter has been determined 
using the method described insection 4.2.1. 

The blade angle control limits the rotational speed when the wind speed 

increases. The theoretica! curve can be calculated using the relation 

between M and n (Appendix A3) • 
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~nving recorded the current Ie and voltage Ve of the generator we 

find the dependenee of the electric powerPeon the wind speed V, 

using Pe = Ie.Ve (see Figure 5.2). In the sarne marmer as mentioned 

above the theoretica! relationship between P e and V has been 

determined (see Figure 4.5). 
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In the graph corrections have already been made for power loss in the 

cables eermeeting the generator to the battery (resistance 0. 12Q). 

The AC generator has a built-in solid state rectifier and voltage 

controL Since the latter has been adjusted at 14 Volts the voltage drop 

in the cables causes a lilnitation of the electric power as is found from 

the measurements (see Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2 Pe(V) of Bosman windgenerator. 
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While the varianee in the above figures is rather large, curves have 

been drawn by hand between the measured points. 

A discrepancy is found between theory and experiment. 1be correspondence 

with the specifications given by the manufacturer is also rather poor. 

Probably one of the main reasans of these discrepancies can be found in 

the measurement of the wind speed. 1be flow in the rotor plane general

ly is non-wliform and non-axial. Measurement of the wind speed at 

one location, the measuring pole, is insufficient to predict the wind 

speed at each element of the rotor blades.A non-uniform and non-axial 

flow will result in a mean effective wind speed at the blades which 

is less than can be expected using the measured windspeed. Hence, 

if we could account for this effect the curves A and B in the above 
graphs would shift to the left whicl1 would result in a better correspondence 

wi th the theory. 

Concerning the specifications given by the manufacturer we should remark 

that a comparison with our results is rather difficult. The measuring 

methods were different and the measurements were performed on another 

windgenerator. Besides, a somewhat optimistic interpretation of the 

measurements by the manufacturer is not to be excluded! Later in tl1is 

sectien we will pay more attention to the varianee in the measured 

values and to the discrepancy between theory and experiment. 

C -À curve _g_ _____ ...;,_ 

In a steady state rotor torque Qm is equal to the generator torque Q1, 

converted to the rotor axis. So, when the generator torque is known 

in dependenee on the rotational speed we can, using the experimental 

Q(V) relation, calculate the CQ-À characteristic of the rotor. In 

Figure 5.3 the torque-speed curve is shown of the generator with 

voltage control. (See Appendix A4). 

Using À= QR/V and CQ = Q1/!pV2 nR3,(Q1=Qm in steady state) we can 

calculate for each point in the Q (V) graph (Figure 5. 1) a CQ and corres
ponding À value. 111e resul ts of these calculations are shown in 

Figure 5.4 together with the theoretica! curve. Converting curve 

A in Figure 5. 1 we obtain the curve A' in Figure. 5. 4. 
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The remarkable shape of the curve A' is a consequence of both the 

shape of the Q1(n) curve (Figure 5.3) and the deflection of curve 

A for values of the wind speed V above 6.5 rn/s (Figure 5.1). 
Probably this deflection of curve A is caused by the blade angle 

control, for it is evident that otherwise n should increase rapidly 

since Q1 is rather constant at high values of n. Indeed, d.uring the 

experiments it could be concluded from observations that the blade 

angle was changed at rotational speeds above approximately 22 

radians per second, while a value of 18 rad/s was found from 

calculations (see Appendix A3). TI1is effect can also beseen in the 

right branch of curve A' in Figure 5.4. The fast rise in the left 

branch is a consequence of the increase in Q1 for n between 13 and 
20 rad/s. The influence of the constant Q

1 
when n<13 rad/s can be 

seen in the lower part of A'. 

The varianee in the measured values is considerable. Probably this 

is d.ue to the measurement of the wind speed at one location. It is 

evident that the flow in the rotorplaneis non-uniform (see Chapter 3). 

Registration of the wind speed at one location will be insufficient to 

estimate the wind speed at all locations in the rotor plane, necessary 

for the calculation of the rotor characteristics. Errors in the wind 

speed values effect both À and CQ, particularly the latter since CQ 

is inversely porportional to the square of the wind speed. 

To diminish this varianee one could think of averaging procedures, 

e.g. mounting a m.nnber of anemometers close to the rotor plane and 

averaging both over space and time. rvbre attention to this problem will 

be paid in section 5.3.2. In the above figures nat only the varianee is 

striking but also the dicrepancy between thcory and experiment. One can 

mention several reasons. The first one is the above mentioned non-uniformity. 

From chapter 4 we know that the vane system of the Bosman windgenerator 

is faulty and does not keep the rotor in the wind in a satisfactory way. 

So the flow in the plane of rotation aften will be non-axial and, hence, 

the CQ values will deercase (see section 2.3.2). 
Another reason for the dicrepancy between the.theoretical and measured 

values can be found in the load characteristic Q
1 

(n). Figure 5.3 is 

derived from specifications of the generator (Appendix A.4). Firstly, 

nat all generators and voltage regulators are identical, secondly this 

information is insufficient to determine an accurate Q1 (n)characteristic 

when a battery and a set of lamps are connectcd to the generator. 
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Referring to Figure 5.3 it is obvious that particularly in the range of 

n between 10 ru1d 20 rad/s, where Q
1 

increases very fast, serieus errors 

are to be expected. 

So it can be concluded that accurate measurements are not possible if 

no reliable calibration curve of the total load is available. 

We mention here anothcr reason which could explain the discrepancy in 

the above graphs. The theoretica! curves have been calculatcd using the 

design specificatioTLs as given by the manufacturer. However, having 

checked the blade angle adjustment and the airfoil shape of the blades 

we can conclude that these calculations are too optimistic (see Appendix A.2). 

It is rather difficult to estimate the difference hetween the real CQ 

values and the calculated ones. It may be expected that this difference 

will be of the order of 5 to 10 %. 
Resuming we may conclude tnat the measuremer1ts are rather unsatisfnctory. 

The main reasens are the inaccurate wind speed measurements and the lack of 

a reliable load characteristic. 

As will be shown in section 5.3 better results are obtained when more 

anemometers are mounted near the rotor ru1d when a generator is used 

having a well-defined torque-speed characteristic. 

<=p-À curve 

Two methods are available now to obtain the <=p-À characteristic of the 

wind generator. Firstly, we can multiply all CQ(À) values in Figure 5.4 

by À. Secondly we can use the relations n(V) and Pe(V) as shown in Figure 

5.1 and Figure 5.2, respectively. As the first method does not give any 

new information and referring to the varianee in Figure 5.4 we will prefer the 

second method for the time being. Asst.nning a generator efficiency of 50% 

(Appendix A <t ) the med1arücal power P(V) is twice the electric power P e (V). 

Using À=nR/V and Cp=2Pe/~pV3ni\2 we can calculate a Cp-À characteristic as 

shown in Figure 5.5. 

There is quite some resemblance between the CQ-À and Cp-À graphs. While in 

the fonner the Q1-n characteristics will he a souree of errors, in the 

latter this will be the generator efficiency. 

In the above calculations this efficiency was asswned to be 50%, in reality 

it depends on the rotational speed and it may vary between 45 and 55%. 
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5.2 Measurements of dynamic properties 

In the previous sectior~ of this chapter measurements of steady cl1aracteristics 

have been treated. The dynrunic properties of a wind machine, however, have an 

important influence on power output ru1d mechanica! farces (see section 4.3.3 

and 4.3.4). Insection 5.2.1 a simple methad of estimating the rotor time 

constant (section 4.3.1) will be treated, using the same x-t recordings 

as mentioned in 5.1.1. In the second subsection measurements of the vane 

behaviour are discussed. 

s. 2. 1 !ilE~-~Q!}g~L2L!h!:L!2!2! 

The most sirnple methad to determine the dynamic behaviour of a system is 

the measure~.!!:t: of responses to simple .input sümals, such as a step or 

sinu.s shaped signals of various frequencies. 

In the case of a wind machine this is irnpossible, becausc we can not 

influence the stoellastic input signal, the wind~ 

Using stocl1astic inputs time constantscan be dctermined by merulS of 

correlation functions. In the case of wind machines this is hardly possible, 

because the system is strongly non-linear. During the time needed to measure 

correlation functions, the wind speed varies in such a range that the time 

constant also varies toa large extent (see Figure 4.12 : T(V). Using 
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correlation fW1ctions one might estimate the order of magnitude of the 

time constant but certainly can not detennine the dependenee on wind 

speed. 

Now one could think of applying a parameter adapting method with the aid 

of a process computer; i.e. from measured input signals the computer 

continuously calculatcs output signals, according to a mathematica! 

model with estli1mted parameters (in our case ~n(V) and •n(V), see 

section 4.3.1)# These outputs are compared with the measured values and on 

this basis the parameters of the model are continuously adapted. 

;::i rJ'-~~ ? 
Itprovesto be possible to develop a simple method, using the differential 

equation, linearized around a steady point (equntion 4.2): 

Now we shall regard the situation at one moment. 

We choose V
0 

equal the momentary value V of the wind speed. The steady 

value of ~2 corresponding to this V
0 

is &G 0• So we may substitute: 

V=V0 , so t:N=O 

This yields 

In order to meas~re the time constant for the wind speed v0 we should 

make a graphof n-&G combinations, measured at this wind speed v0• Then 

according to(5.4)lines should be obtained having a slope 1/•nCVo) and 

intersecting the &G-axis at &Go(V0). 

(5. 2) 

(5.3) 

(5. 4) 

From the x-t recordings of the Bosman machine, mentioned in the previous . 
section n-&G combinations have been derived. ·For this purpose measuring 

intervals have been used, where the slope of &G was approximately 

constant, where the wind speed did not vary much during a few secouds and 

where the wind direction did not differ much from the position of the 

rotor head. Figure 5. 6 shows some resul ts for 4 and 6 m/ s. The drawn 
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lines show the ~-~2 relations calculated from IQ=Om-Q1 (equation 4.1). 

COrn-Q1) is a function of ~ and V, so when V has one specific value, 

COm-Ql) is only a function of ~. The slope of the lines is not con

stant, because the time constant does not only depend on the wind 

+ 

speed but also on the rotational 

speed (see equation 4.3). 

Figure 5.7 shows measured values 

of the time constant, determined 

near the steady situation (i.e. 

near the horizontal axis in Figure 

5.6). The drawn curve indicates the 

theoretica! values (see also 

Figure 4.12). 

0 2. Lt 
Figure 5.7 

Time constant of the Bosman rotor. 

The large varianee in the measurements may have several causes: . 
- 1be determination of ~ is rather inaccurate; an error of about 

20 to 30% can be expected. 

- The wind speed in the selected measuring intervals was never exactly 

equal to the desired v0 (deviations of 10 to 20%); e.g. in Figure 5.6 

the points indicated by 4 m/s are measured between 3.8 and 4.2 m/s. 

- Only one anemometer was used (see also previous section), whereas the 

wind speed is not wüfonn over the rotorplane. 



Besides the large variance, the measurements yield values of Tn' 
that are lower than the calrulated values. According to 4.4 Tn 
is equal to : 

A low measured value of Tn' lower than the calculated value can 
have two causes (I has been determjned rather accurately, see 

Appendix A. s, and will not be regarcled he re): 

-Q1 ' (n0) is larger than calculated from the curve in Appendix A.4. 
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(5. 5) 

This curve has been measured for another specimen of the same type 

of generator, as used in the Bosman machine. The various specimens may 

have somewhat different characteristics. cZ./ ~-vffjy~>(/{ -~ .çl o/v-t-~-t 

-~' (À 0) is more negative than expected from Figure 2.15. In the next 

section a measured CQ(À) curve is shown (Figure 5.10). From this we see 

that cQ' is about 40% more negative than the theoretica! value. 

5. 2. 2 W.!n.sLY1m~_§Y§~~ID-

In the model, developed in section 4.3.2 two quantities describe the 

behaviour of a vane system: the natural swinging frequency and the 

damping. Methods for determining these are discussed and applied 

to the Bosman machine. 

~~~gr~!_§~.!D&.!D&_fr~gg~g~y 

The natural frequency of a vane system can be determined simply from 

x-t recordings, if a tendency to swing harmonically in a specific 

frequency can be discovered. This is very likely if the damping is low. 

In the recordings of the Bosman machine, mentioned in 5.1.2 the wind 

direction and the vane position were included. In these recordings we 
\.~ c{Q(' ,l 

can \find intervals where the vane perfonns one or two periods of a 

sinus shaped oscillation (sec for instanee Appendix G.1). From these one 

can calculate the swingil1g frequency. Figure 5.8. shows a number of 

frequencics measured in this way as a function.of the average wind 

speed during the oscillations regarded. TI1e drawn lines indicate relation

ships calculated according to (4. 10 ). TI1e wind speed near the vane is 

decreased by the influence of the rotor and will have a value between ~ V 

arrl V. (see also section 4.3.2). Both cases are included in the figure. 

"~ 

' 
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Figure 5.8 Natural swinging frequency of wind vane. 
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The theory and the measurcments correspond very well in this case. 

Another way of detennining the swinging frequency is the measurement of 

correlation functions. In Appendix G.2 autocorrelation functions of the 

wind direction ct>y,of the rotor head position cph and of the difference 
ö between these are shown. From the periooicity in the latter bro we 

can derive a kind of average swinging frequency. The period we find · 

for this is approximately 10 seconds; the average wind speed during the 

measurements was 5. 8 m/ s. 111ese values are indicated as a cross 

in Figure 5.8. 

~!oo_!!!~!:Q! 

A direct measurement of the damping would require a simple detenninistic 

input signa!, for instanee a step (compare Figure 4.21). 

We may however measure an effect, that has been calculated using an 

estimated value for the damping and thus verify this value. Figure 4.23 
shows the ratio betwee11 the varianee of the angle ö at which the wind 

strikes the wind mill and that of the wind direction cpV. This ratio 

can also he detennined by way of measuring correlation functions. 

For,the value of an autocorrelation function at zero time lag is the 

varianee a2• 

From the correlation functions measured for the Bosman machine (see 
above and Appendix G.Z) the ratio between the variru1ce in ó and that in 

ct>y was calculated. 

Theoretica! values for this ratio were given in section 4.3.3 (Figure 

4.23) 



2 
oó 

measured: --2 = 1.2 (average wind speed 5.8 m/s) 
0~ 

V 

2 
06 

calculated: --2 = 0.8 •...• 1.4 (wind speed between 4 and 8 m/s 
0 <Pv damping factor D=O. 16 and w 

according to 4.3.3 ). 
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Because of the striking correspondence between these values and the good 

correspondence between the calculatèd and measured values of w, there 

is no reasen to doubt the value 0.16 forD. 

5.~ Measurement of rotor characteristics 

In the measurements described in sectien 5.1 we met two main difficulties: 

- 'The results showed a rather large variance. TI1e most important causes 

probably are the non-uniformity of the wind over the rotor plane and the 

non-steady behaviour of the wind machine (selecting steady points, i.e. 

Ó=O, was rather difficult}, 

- Using the performance measurements of the whole system it was rather 

difficult to calculate the performance characteristic of the rotor alone. 

Tilis was due to the inaccuracy of the load characteristic and to the fact that 

the tip speed ratio did not vary in a wide range. 

In the secend series of measurements we determined the rotor characteristics, 

trying to evereome the above mentioned difficulties by u~ing otl1er equipment 

(see 5.3.1) and another analyzing method (see 5.3.3). 

5.3.1 ~~~~~!!~g-~gY!2~~~! 

All equipment used in the measurements described in sectien 5.1 was also 

used here. In addition a controllable DC generator, by means of which the 

torque can be measured accurately, was used insteadof the original AC 

generator. In order to diminish the inaccuracy arising from the non

unifonnity of the wind two extra anemometers were applied. 
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To measure the torque delivered by the Bosman rotor we used a Mavilor 
OC motor wi th ATEC power amplifier (see Appendix B.f). This combination 

is normally applied to drive some load at a constant rotational speed. 

A number of extensions and modifications were necessary in the electronic 

part to make i t sui ted for our purpose j18l • The gear ratio of the Bosman 
machine was changed from 8:1 to 7.5:1 (see Appendix B.1). The configuration 

described has been chosen for two reasons: 

Firstly there is a well defined relationship between torque and electric 

current. This has been verified using a calibration axis with strain 

30 

10 

0 

( co.-.v q,,.- l <a.d. l:.o 

wi..-.d. rol:.o.- 01x\ l>) 

Figure 5.9 

Ie. (A) 

\0 

Generator characteristic of a Mavilor 

motor. 

gauges and another Mavilor motor 

(intended for use in another 

windmill experiment).Figure 5.9 

shows the generator characteristic 

of the other motor. Probably there 

is little difference between the two. 

The relationship between torque and 

current is linear and within 2 or 3 

per cent independent of rotational 

speed (above n = 5 rad/s). 

Secondly this equipme11t is well suited to keep the rotational speed constant. 

Under that condition it is easy to measure steady characteristics (compare 

section 5.1: steady values were measured when n was occasionally constant 

forsome seconds). 

It is not necessary that thc rotational speed is exactly constant. A 
sufficient requirement is that the accelerating or decelerating torque 

is smal! compared with the measured value (see equation 5.1): 

(5.6) 

For a maximal error of five per cent at normal values of Q1 and n 

(ZON, and 20 rad/sec) this means that n should change less than about 0.5% 
per second. 
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~!~Q-~Q~~g_ID~~~~~ill@U!~ 

A large part of the varianee in the measurements of section 5.1 was 

supposed to be caused by the non~uniformity of the wind. In those measure

ments one anemometer on a pole far in front of the rotor was used. 

To obtain a better approximation of the wind speed seen by the rotor two 

more anemometers were located near the rotor (sec the situation drawing 

in Figure 3.3). 

One might expect that the wind speed near the rotor is affected (probably 

increased) by the rotor itself. I11 section 3.4 some wind speed recordings 

are discussed, that were made at n=O and at n=15 rad/s. 

From the resul ts in Table ~.13 we may conclude that probably a slight increase 

occurs in the wind speed near the rotor of about 3%. 

5.3.2 !~~!~!~~Q~§-ID~~~~r~ID~U!~ 

Using the equipment described insection 5.1.1 and in addition the DC 

generatorand extra anemometers, described in 5.3.1, recordings were made 

at a number of rotational speeds of the rotor. 

Appendix G1 shows a section of thc recorde~ x-t plots. The rotational 

speed proves to be sufficiently constant (n<0.06 at n=10 rad/s), except 

when the torque changes from positive to negative values, i.e. when the 

machine switches from generator to motor operation. 

In selecting adequate measuring points the following criteria have been 

regarded: 

- the wind speeds and the torque should not change very IIU.lch and rapidly 

during 2 or 3 seconds. 

- the wind direction and the positlon of the 1nill head should not differ 

much during the same period. 

To obtain reliable results one has to be very conscious in applying these 

criteria. From the ohtained values of Q, n and V different points i~ the 

CQ-À graph can be calculated. For V the average of the wind speed above 
and underneath the rotor was taken. In this way CQ-À graphs were obtained, 

having less varianee than tl1e graphs calculated from only one wind speed, 

viz. that on the measuring pole (see Figure 3.3 ). 
Figure 5.10 shows the results. Only those measurements are included where 

the blade angle was not increased by the centri~ugal controller, i.e. 
only rotational speeds below approximately 22 rad/sec were rcgarded, see 

also section 5.4 ). 
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Figure 5.11 shows the Cp-À graph calculated from the ~ graph, using 

cp=À.CQ. Two theoreticalcurves arealso indicated, viz. those for 

1::!.0=0° and M>=S0
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In Figure 5.10 and 5.11 the measured values are clearly lower than 

the theoFetical curves, calculated for ~e=O. For that reason also 

the cu1ves for ~e=5° are included in the figures. The measured values 

correspond better to these curves. Therefore it is likely that the 
rnanufacturer's specificatien for the blade setting at ~e=O is not very 

reliable (see Appendix AZ). To examine this we checked the geometry 

of the rotor (see Appendix A2), which resulted in the following 

conclusions: 
- TI1e blades were not manufactured very accurately. 

According to Appendix A.2.the under surface of the airfoils should be 

flat. For one bla<.le this surface was convex. Also the chord and the 

thickness of the airfoils sl10wed deviations. 
- The blade setting angle was approximately correct only at the tips. 

Closer to the axis the blade angle was about two or three degrees too 
large. The manufacturer later confirmed that the blade angle had iudeed 
been increased a few degrees with respect to the specifications in order 
to increase the starting torque. 

Because this deviating rotor geometry the measured curves are not very 

surprising. 

An in~rtant souree of errors is the measurement of the wind speed. The 

following aspects play a role. 
- At the location of the used anemometers the wind speed is increased 

due to the influence of the rotor with approximately 3%. 1his means 

that the measured value for À is approxbnately 3\ too low, that for 

CQ 6% too low and that for Cp about 9%. 
Because of this effect the measured curves have to be shifted a little 

in the direction of the ~e=O curve. 
- The wind speed is not uniform over the rotor. The wind speed ~s ~easured 

at only two points, so we can expect the measurements to he affected 
with a stochastic error. This is probably the main cause of the variru1ce 
in the results. 

In Figure 5.10 we see that the varianee in the results at the lcft 

side of the maximal CQ is far less than at the right side. We 
happened to have a graph of the same kind ot' measurements perfonned 

in Russia, which shows the same tendency (see Figure 5.12). 
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Figure 5.12 eq-À graph. Measured in Russia. 

s.3.3 T!~~-~Y~r~g!~-~~Yr~~~~!~ 

The results in the previous section sl1ow a rather large,variance. 

This is probably due to the non w1iîormity of the wind in the rotor 

plane. The wind speed is measured at only two locations, so it is 

likely that this introduces a large inaccuracy in the measurements. 

Using more wind meters at more locations is not very practical. For 

that reason we looked for another solution. 

Instead of averaging over space (using more meters) one might use time 

averages. In order to reach our goal in this way a kind of ergodicity 

(see Chapter 3) of the regarcled quru1tities is necessary: the time 

average of the signal measured at one place should converge for long 

averaging times to the time average of the signal, averagedover space. 

So far, there is n.ot nrucl. 1 kno. wledg.e on this issue, concerni~g the _:"~?d. ,,1 
speedl fL(J ~,~'a· er(l/t , ,. - , 1;1/"'cPÁ/ 1/~ ;,c::-.KJ. fc I) .Jt: (</1/y 
For measurement purposes we should use time averages of those quantities, 

of which the space averages can be assumed to determine the wind 

machine behaviour. The torque on one blade element depends on v2 and À. 

Therefore averages of v2 and À will be used. 

We may develop the windmill torque C4
11 

in a power series in a surrounding 
2 -of the averages V and À • 

For v2 and À we denote: 
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I 

1. For CQ we use as an est~ate the values according to the theoretically 

calculated CQ-À graph (Figure 2.15). 

2. From these estimates and from the measurements CQ values are calculated. 

3. lhe CQ-À combinations are indicated in a CQ-À graph. 

From this graph ncw Cq' estimates are made. If they differ significantly 

from the original ones we start again at 2. 

The method described above has been applied to x-t recordings of the 

type mentioned in 5.3.1. Using the recorded tapes the signals were 

presented to an analog computer __®>pendix 8'.(..), which calculated Q, VZ, 
À and V (sèe equation 5.6). For v2, À and V the averages of v2, À and 

V above and below the wind 1nachine were used. 

Referrin~ to the coherence time between the anemometers of approxin~tely 

20 to 50 secouds (sce section 3.4) an averaging time of 100 secouds was 

chosen. In selecting tl1e 100 secouds intervals we should regard the 

following requirements. 

- The generator current should always be positive. 

From Figure 5.9 we can see that at I=O the torque can have a range 

of values (from -1.88 Nm to 1.88 Nm). 
The torque can only be determined unarbitrarily at I>O. 

- The torque of tl1e generator should never be equal to its maximal value. 

In order to avoid damage to the generator the electronic part limits 

the current at 12 A and so the torque at 26 Nm. 
In stronggusts the rotor torque nmy exceed this value resulting in an 

increase in ~. 

- The wind direction and the position of the rotor head should not 

differ too much. 

In the used recordings it was not always possiblc to select intervals 

that strictly satisfied all th~se requirements. The recordings were 

made during rather precarious weather. Especially the wind direction 

varied in a wide range (sometimes 180° in a few seconds). Later better 

recordings were nmde from which the resul ts of the previous section 

were derived. The averaging method has not yet been applied to these 

later recordings. 

Figure 5.13 shows some results. The dots indicate the values of the oth 
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order term (first term on the right in equation 5.6). The circles in-
' dicate the values calculated using the,theoretical CQ values. 

It is hardly possible to derive new CQ estinates from these data. 
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Figure 5.13 CQ-À graph from averaging measurements. 

Only at low tip speed ratios results could be obtained. TI1e wind 

speed varied so much that at high rotational speeds, resulting in 

high average tip speed ratios, the current ofte11 became negative 

( see above) • 

'Ibe results do not look very reliable. This can have several causes: 

x 

11 
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- The weather during the recordings was not very suited (see above). 

Continuously there were rather large differences between wind 

direction and rotor head position. The results obtained from these 

recordings ac.cording to the method of instantaneous measurements 

(see section 5.3.2) also were less reliable than those shown in 

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5. 11. It would be interesting to apply the 

averaging method to the later recordings. 

- The averaging ti1ne was 100 seconds. Shorter times were also tried, 

yielding results that had even more varianee than those of Figure 5.13. 

It is interesting to try averaging times longer than 100 seconds. 

- Only for low tip speed ratios results were obtained. In that region 

CQ is certainly not a linear function of ,\. For this region the 

second second order tenn may not be neglected with respect to the 

first second order term (see equation). 

So we should also have calculated the average of (öÀ) 2• 

5. 4 Miscellaneous observations of the Bosman machine 

~!~~-~g!~-~2~!!2! 

Observing the wind machine it was possible to see when the blade angle 

control started to turn the blades. At the time of the first experiments 

this occured at about 22 rad/s, somewhat higher tl1an the theoretica! 

value of 18 rad/s. When the machine was about ha1f a year old, this 

increased to approximately 40 rad/s. At this speed the blades tumed 

suddenly over a large angle. Tilis effect is probably due to the j amming 

of the ferrule in front of the spring (see also sectien 6.1). 

Yi!2!!:!~!2~ 

Often the wind macl1ine, including the tower was subject to rather large 

oscillations. Even the roof of the building on which it was mounted 

then vibrated a little. 

More detailed observations of this effect were made: 

- The oscillat.ions occured at a rotational speed of the rotor of 

approximately 20 to 22 rad/s (about 4Hz). 

- 111e oscillations only occured dur lng fast motions of the rotor head. 

- The frequency of the oscillations was also approximately 4Hz. 
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Referring to section 4.3.4 we can now conclude that the gyroscopic 

moment (frequency 81-lz) due to the motion of the rotor head causes 
an oscillation of the tower in its resonance frequency (4Hz). 



6. CONCLUSIONS AND REffiM4ENDATIONS. 

The rrethods, ar1s1ng from system and control theory, that we 

applied to study the behaviour of a winchnachine in fluctuating 

winels has so far yielded a m.urber of interesting results. 

Also sorre concrete starting points for further investigations 

occured. 
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In the chapters 2 to 5 a nunhcr of specific conclusions were 

discussed; in this chapter wc shall gi ve sore general con

clusions and recommendations. Section 6.1 deals with the Bosman 

machine, 6.2 treats the rreasur:ing procedures, 6.3 deals with 

the wind and wind rreasurerrents, in 6. 4 the behaviour of wind

milis in fluctuating winels is discussed. 

6. 1 Tiie Bosman 11kièhine. 

The overall perfornunce of the Bosman machine is rather poor. 

In section 4. 2. 2 the total annual energy yield was estimated 

at approximately 1200 kWh. For a machine of this size a 

several times higher energy yield can be obtained. In this 

section the componcnts of the madüne are treated. 

The rotor blades 

1be rotor blades have been manufactured rather inaccurately 

(see appendix A. 2). A visi t to the manufacturers' workshop 

shrued that the shape of the steel plateel moulds for the 

blades corresponded ITB.lch better wi th that of the design. 

Probably sontething went wrong during the manufacture of the 

fibre glass blades. Since in a fast running windrotor like that 

of the Bosman machine the shape of the blades is very important, 

these defaults probably cause a substantial decrease of the power 

coefficient. 
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The rotor has been designcd to have a maximal C'P value, yielding 

a blade setting angle 8.1 • • The manufacturer turned the blades, 
uCSlgil . 

in order to increase the starting torque, to an angle 80, the angle 

on which our calculations are based (in the graphs calculated in 

chapter 2, the design angle corresponds to t:,8 = 8d . - 80 = es1gn 
- 30 42 '). Af ter the specifica ti ons had been wri tten the blades 

were turned two more degrees to an angle 81 , corresponding to 

M = 81-80= 2°. So the blade angle is 5°42' larger than it should be 

according to the design, which is very much for a fast running rotor 

TI1e change of the blade angle from 8design to e0 causes a deercase 

in the ma.xirral CP of 8%; the change from 80 to e1 causes an extra 

deercase of approximately 15% (see the curves in Figure 2. 15). 

~1~-~J~~~-~g!~-~~!rg! 

The blade angle control has two disadvantages: 

- the control starts tunling the blades at too low rotational speeds, 

resulting in a decreaseJ power coefficient for wind speeds above 

approximately 7m/s. 11üs can be altered by using a longer and less 

s tiff spring. In tha t case the blade angle will change more rapidly 

at a higher rotational speed (see section 4.4.3). 

- the control is not vcry reliable as a safety device against overspeeding. 

During a half year of operation the point at which the blade angle 

began to change shifted from 22 rad/s to about 40 rad/s while at this 

speed the blade angle changed abruptly. An increase in the hysteresis 

effect could also be observed. Probably these effects are due to an 

increased friction in tl1e blade root hearings and the jamming of the 

ferrule in front of the spring when i t is pulled out of alignment caused 

by an unequal change in the blade angle of tl1e two blades (see appendix A. 3). 

f'l2~!!~g 

TI1e gear ratio has been calculated based on tl1e originally designed blade 

setting (i.e. M = -3°42 1
). Because of tl1e above mentioned change in the 

blade angle the CQ-À characteristic of the rotor. changed significantly. 

DLle to this change the machine operates at a À value below the optimal one. 

An increase in the gear ratio from 8:1 to 8.5:1 would shift the range of 

operation towards the optimal point. 
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The load --------
Referring to section 4.4. 1 it can be concluded that the voltage controller 

in the used generator is reasonably suited to keep the wind generator 

operating near its optimwn À. 

1be voltage drop in ti1e cables connccting the generator to the battery is 

considerable. As the voltage controller is adjusted at 14V and the battery 

voltage is 12V, the current wi11 be limi ted. This limit can be increased 

by locating the regulator on the battery side instead of on the generator 

side. l\bunting ru10thcr regulator adjusted at 28V and connecting a 24V 

battery the same generator can be used, however wi th another gear ratio. 

In that case ti1e power loss in the cables will be less. 

~!~~-Y~~-~Y~!~~ 

Referring to our experiirents (chapter 5) i t can bc concluled that a fast 

motion of the rotor head arotnld the vertical axis can be disastrous. 

As was calculated in chapter 4 this fast motion induces large fluctuating 

gyroscopic moments. To deercase these moments it is necessary to imprave 

the damping of the vane system. Probably the brushes and sliprings which 

were removed befare the experiments will have a posi tive influence on the 

vane behaviour. The most simple salution is to jncrease the friction in 

the hearings of the vertlcal axis. 

The tower 

From observations it can be concluled tiwt the tOlver has its resonance 

frequency in the range of the rotational speed of the rotor. In one- or 

two-bladed machines, ha ving a periodici ty in the forccs and mornents, this 

should always be avoided. 

6.2. M3asuring procedures 

It proves to be possible to measure in fluctuating winds the performance 

of a complete wind machine system as well as the perforntance of the rotor 

i tself. TI1e required measurements take for ead1 about half a day; the 

time needed for the ailalysis is somewhat langer. However, days of suitable 

weather, i.e. stable souti1-wcst wind are rare. 

TI1e measurements are nat very accurate yet. Using two anem01reters near 

the rotor tips yields better results than one at some distance in front of 

ti1e rotor. 
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OveraLl characteristics 

The steady characteristics (i.c. n(V) and P(V) relations) of a wind 

generator sys tem can l>e detcnnincd in a fluctuating wind by way of 

careful analysis of x-t recordings. f\1easuring intervals have to be 

selected where the rotational speed is approximately constant (thus 

avoiding d}rnarnic effects). 

The results obtained in this way show a rather large variance. So i t has 

so far been irnpossible to rneasure small effects on the power putput 

such as non-axial flow, rotor inertia, etc. 1he varianee in the rneasurements 

is mainly due to the non-un.ifonTri ty of the wind (see also sec ti on 6. 3). 

Maybe it is possible to develop sorne time averaging method, that givcs 

more accurate results. 

The time constant of the rotor of a wind machine can be estimated from 

x-t recordings (section 5.2). 1he l.D1certainty in the results,however, 

is rather large. 

111e behaviour of a wind vane system can he characterised rather accurately 

on the basis of rncasurernents, especially when the damping factor is small. 

Rotor charactcristics 

In the case of the Bosrrrm machine i t proved to be irnpossib le to der i ve 

the rotor characteristic from the overall characteristics (see above). 

This has two nuin causes : 

- firstly, the torque charactcristic of the AC-generator wi th its load 

is a souree of errors. 

- secondly, during normal operatien of a wind nnchine the tip speed ratic 

of the rotor varies in a rather narraw range. 

Us.ing a controllable OC-generator of which the torque characteristic is 

accurately known, it proves to be possible to rreasurc the CQ-À and Cp-À 

curves of a rotor. Thc inaccuracy in the measured .c is approximately 
p 

10 to 20%. We expect that this may bc irnproved by using time averages. Until 

now the devcloped averaging procedure has been ('lpplied to measurernents 

in mther prccarious weather, yielding very poor results (see 5. 3. 2). It 

is suggested to repeat the averaging procedures for tape recordings where 

the weather was more stable. I t will also be intcrcsting to study the 

effects of the averaging time and of the neglected high order tenns. 
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6. 3. Wind and wind measurenEnts 

A sJIDll cupanemometer proved to be a suitable instrument to measure 

the wind speed in investigating the behaviour of a wind machine. 1he 

wind direction could be satisfactorily measured by means of a small 

winl vane mmm ted on a potentiometer. 

Wind 

From the measurements, mentioncel in section 3.4 we may derive the follo.ving 

conclusions for the wind regime at the experirnental si te, for observation 

tirnes of several mi.nutes to a few hours: 

- the wind speed ancl elireetion can be characterized by normal probabili ty 

distribution and first order correlation functions. 

For the wind speed the stanclard deviation is of the order of one quarter 

of the average wind speed and the correlation time of the order of 

20 seconds. For the wind direction the standard deviation is of the order 

of 20 degrees and the correlation time about 5 seconds. 

- the coherence between wind speeds at locations, about 5 meters apart, 

is large at a time scale above approxirrately 20 to 50 seconds. 

The above rnentioned quanti ties play an important role in the dynarrd.c analysis 

of a wind machine (sec chapter 4). 111erefore i t will be interesting to study 

the effects of averaging time, rnean wind speed, weather type, al ti tude and 

surrounclings rn1 ti1esc quantities. 

In our analysis thc windsignal was approxirratecl as a first order signal. 

Probably more accurate and langer observations of the wind speed will 

make it possible to cictermine at least two time constants in the signal. 

Wind measurernents 

A souree of errors in the wind measurements is the over-cstima.tion of the 

cupanemometers. In the li tcratm·e sufHeient infonmtion can not be found 

to preeliet the errors involved in our case. It is reconnnended to stuly 

this effect wi th the anemometer type used in our experiments. Previous 

investigatirns in our wind energy group could not give rcliable results. 

In the windtllilllel i t was tried to me as ure s tcp responses of a cupanemometer 

191. It appears to bc di fficult to tnms la te the step responses of a non

linear systcm to an cstirmte of ti1e over-cstinution as function of \'iÏnd 

structure. Also rncasurerncnts in open air wcrc performeel using hemi.spherical 

cups and cups of a conical shape, since in the 1i terature the latter type 

is suggested to have a smaller over-estimation error than the fonnel' one. 
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(see !BI and j16j). Unfortunately at that time it was impossible to use 

both types simultaneouc:; ly in order to make a direct comparison of mean 

values and variances . 

.An impravement of the measured windmill characteristics can probably 

be obtained by using more anemometers near the rotor plane. Investigations 

on this topic could ~;how how many instrunx.mts have to be used and which 

locations are most sui ted to dcscribe the behaviour of a windrotor in fluctuating 

winds. 

Also the influence of the rotor on the wind speed in i ts surroundings 

will have to be investigated. 

In our experiments we did not regard thc fluctuations of the wind direction 

in the vertical plane. 111ough the windrotor can not adjust itself to those 

variations information about their contributions to the power loss is 

needed. 

6.4. Behaviour of wind machines in fluctuating winds 

From chapter 3 and 4 we may calculate the enors we make when we calculate 

the energy yield from the average wind speed over a period between several 

minutes and a few hours ( the ave ra ging time of 1 0 minutes , recommended 

by the Wf\U lies in this range!). For the Bosman machine in the wind regime 

at the experimental site the following corrections should be made on the 

energy yield calculated from average wind speed: 

+ 10% because P rv ~ and not i? ·v y3 (sec ti on 3. 4) 

- 15% due to non-axial flow (section 4.3.2) 

2% due to rotor inertia (4.3.1) 

.An interesting question is how these errors are affected by sealing up 

the whole sys tem. 

a. Due to an increasing non-unifornti ty the power loss will become larger 

(see sec ti on 3. 1) 

b. Referring to section 4.3.2. in non-axial flow the qua.ntities lllh and 

% play an inq:1ortant role. 

From equation 4. 17 we sec that u1h is proportional to R and that 111 is 

independent of it. Figure 4.2.3 shows that an im.:rease in R causes more 

power loss \vhi le for very large R the power loss diminishes again. Cliowever. 
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at very large R wind vanes are not very practical). 

c. Concerning the rotor inertia a detenrrining factor is Tn· From equation 

4.4 we see that Tn is proportional to R. As could be expected, in 

1 arger machines C will decrease due to the rotor inertia. p 

An interesting theoretica! investigation would be the calculation of the 

effect of stoeltastic non-uniforrnity on the avcrage CQ-\ curves. A 

statistica! method should be developed to describe the non-uniformity. 

Another interes ting theoretica! 

coherence between the magnitule 

C -\ curve. Combining this wi th 
p 

investiga ti on would be the analysis of the 

and the sharpness of the CP maxinrum in the 

a dyna1rric rumlysis (section 4. 3. 3) may 

yield a method to choose the best campromise between a sharp-peaked, 

high CP and a somewha t lower but smoothed CP-\ ma.'Cimum. 

An important kind of safety device is a non-rigid rotor construction. Such 

a construction may convert all kinds of peak forces into accelerating 

masses, thus decreasing substantially the forces exerted on the supporting 

structure. 

In the sections 2.3 and 4.2.3 calculations are shown of the forces and 

morents exerted on the windrnill parts when i t is operating in fluctuating 

winds. Verification of these theories is recoillJIK.)nded particularly to help 

define the requirenents for the structural strength of the whole system. 

Our final conclusion can be that the collaboration of fluid mechanics 

specialists and system- and control engineers will introduce ncw fruitful 

ideas in the design of 11lind machines and in the measurement of their 

field performance! 
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In a steady state (i.e. ~ is constant) the moment of the centrifugal 

weights and that of the spring are in equilibrium (M =M ). From synnnetry c s . 
considerations we may conclude that the moments of the two weights are 

equal to each other and have to be added to obtain the total moment. 

From the above figure we see that for the change in length of the spring 

can be written u"' 0.11 M (8 in rad). When eis denoted in degrees we 

obtain u= 0.001925 t:.e. For the springconstant we found es = 5440 N/m, 

its change in length from its unloaded position until ~e = 0 was 0.0375m. 

So the moment of the spring can be written as: 

Ms = 0.11 ~ 5440 (0.001925 ~e + 0.0375) (A. 1 ) 

Referring to the above figure the moment of the cent1·Hugal weights 

can be noted, using m = 1.325 kg : 

Me = 2 ~ o. 24 ~ 1. 325 ~ n2 ~ b cos (e0 + M) 

= 0.1526 ~2 !sin 2(8 0 + ~8) (A. 2) 

The angle e0 is 34°. Equating A.1 and A. 2 we obtain a relation between 

the rotational speed and the clt1nge in the blade setting angle. 

n2 = M + 19.53 
" 15 · 05 sin 2 (34ö + ~e) (A. 3) 

Tiüs relationship is shown in Figure 4. 34 
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A. 5 "Mass momcnt.s of inert ia 

The moment of inertia of scveral parts of the windmill has been determined 

using the pendulum method (S1,'C 1191) 
k .. i(e c.dttt \1 The swinging motion of a body of mass m 

can be described with the equation 

I 
from T, using j--e--\ 

I = mgr T2 /4n2 
s c 

- r mg sin e = (I + mr 2)ij c c c (A.4) 

where, referring to the equation of the 

mathematical pendulum, an equivalent 

length b can be introduced: 

b = r ( 1 + I /mr 2) c c c (A. 5) 

In these equations I stands for the c 
moment of inertia relative to the center 

of mass. Using the displacement rule 

of inertia Is relative to the suspension 

point is given by: 

2 
Is = Ic + mrc (A.6) 

For the period of oscillation T can be 

wri tten T = 2n Mg. So I can be determined s 

(A. 7) 

First the mass m and the tilstance r of the centre of mass to the point 
c 

of rotatien of the different parts of the rotor head were determined. These 

values are shown in the below table. 

The following procedure was used to cletcrmine the moment of inertia: 

1. Blades and vane were suspendcu on a knife edge in such a way thàt the 

centre of suspension corresponded to the point of rotatien in the real 

system. 

2. The oscillation per iod of the head was mcasured with thc vertical axis 

put into a horizontal position. 

3. The moment of inertia of the rotating parts in the head was found by 

measuring the oscillation period with an extra weight fastened to the 

rotor axis. 

The values of r in equation A. 7 were of course corrected for the aclded c 
weights including the uscd suspension. 
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The table gives a survey of the most important mass momentsof inertia I. 

Note that the moment of inertia of the hlades around the vertical axis 

depends upon the position of the blades in the plane of rotation. 

Mass, distance of centre of mass to point of rotation and 

mass moment of inertia of some windmill parts 

axis m (kg) r (m) I (kg m2) c 

Blade 1 rotor 14.36 0.523 6.90 

Blade 2 rotor 13.50 0.554 7.20 

Vane vertical 24.26 1. 583 84 

Head vertical 142.5 0.178 23 

Ilead + vane 
+ blades verticr1l 194.6 121 + 4 cos 21/! 

Rotating 
parts in 
head rotor 1.3 
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B EXPERTMENTAL EÇUIPMENT 

B.1 Measuring devices 

Philips Analog1E_O!_t~h_!_e_i_!!s!_~~n!_a!_i~n_]~c~r~e!_ EL 1020/07 

Teclmical data 

FM mode: 

Input ünpedance: 18 kQ 

Output irnpedance: 30 Q 

Input level: 0. 1 V, 0. 2 V, 0. 5 V, 1 V, 2 V, SV 

Output level : 1V peak across 10 kQ 

nurnber of channels : 7 + audio channel 

Tape speed Playing time Central frequency Frequency range 

30 ips 11 minutes 54 kllz 0 10 kHz 

15 ips 22!minutes 27 kHz 0 5 kHz 

3~ ips 1! hours 6750 Ilz 0 1250Hz 

15/16 ips 6 hours 1688 Hz 0 312 llz 

Further inforrnation can be found in the instructien rnanual. 

Dig_i!_a_!_ !_o_a!Yl_!_og_ E_O_!!V~r!_e.!:_ 

This converter is equiped with four sirnilar channels. In the below 

figure a diagrrun is given of one channel. 
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resel:.. 

Sc\.-YV\i.lt

l r-\~~e.r 
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COU.Y\tU 

The Schrnitt-trigger converts the pulses of the cupanemometers and the 

tachometer into standard pulscs. The counter and buffer are 10 bit (=1024). 

A reset-pulse shifts the nwnber from the counter in the buffer and resets 

the counter. Resct-pulses are <lerived from the mains-frequency. 'The cow1t 
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period can be chosen by means of an external switch (0.1, 0.2, 0.4 or 

second). The output of the DAC is proportional to the nLUllber in the 

buffer; 1024 corresponds with 1 V. 

In the above converter an extra an~lifier was built in, having three 

inverting inputs and a normal one. 'Düs amplifier can be used for the 

addition or substraction of analog signals. Further information can be 

found in 11 61 . 

Tachometer ----------
To the secondary axis of the gearing in the rotor head a shaft angle 

encoder is cmmected which in our case is used for registration of the 

rotational speed. lts mode of operatien is simi1ar to that of the 

cupanemometer. Instead of a cylinder a disk is used here. 

One reJolution of the encoder axis corresponds with 2000 pulses. Hence, 

as the gear ratio between main axis and secondary axis is 2 : 1, one 

revolution of the rotor corresponds with 4000 pulses. This frequency is 

too high for registration by means of the tape recorder when the tape 

speed is 3 3/4 ips. Two divide-by-ten logic elcments have been used to 

obtain a signa! of 40 pulses per revolution of the rotor. The shaft ru1gle 

encoder is manufactured by the Renco Corporation, Goleta, California. 

An external power supply of 5 V DC is necessary. 

E~g!~!r~!!2n_Qf_rQ!Qr_h~~~-~2~!!!2n 

To determine the position of the rotor head the smne method has been 

used as for the registration of the wind direction (see section 3.2.1). 

The axis of a potentiometer is cormected to thc vertical shaft of the 

rotor head. 

39o V RC 

3-p\,as~ pow~ r 

\:..rans Vor me.r 
C.untro\lll.r-
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For accurate torque measurements a :Mavilor DC machine was used in combination 

with an ATEC controller. A few n~difications and additions were necessary 

for our purpose, so that it is possible now to keep either the rotational 

speed constant or the torque. In the first case the voltage remains constant 

by controlling the current, which is proportional to the torque. 

In the second case the curre11t remains unchangcd by varying the voltage, 

which is proportional to the rotational speed. 

In the control unit the current, voltage and tachometer are adapted to the 

registration equipment, i.e. the tape recorder anJ the x-t plotter. 

The gear ratio between rotor axis and generator axis was changed to 7. 5:1 

in order to obtain a correspondence of the maxinn.1111 rotor speed of 400 r.p.m. 

with the nominal generator speed of 3000 r.p.m. 

In the table below the most essential data of the generator and controller 

are given. 

DC machine, manufactured by Mavilor Iberica S.A. Barcelona 

nominal speed 

nominal voltage 

nominal current 

efficiency 

nomina! torque 

moment of inertia 

3000 r.p.m. 

100 V 
13 A 

86% (at nomina! conJitions) 

3.55 Nm 

2.10-3 kg m2 

Controller, manufactured by ATEC, Clichy, France. 

Supply 

maximum power output 

nominal current output 

n~imum voltage output 

maxinu..un control voltage 

220 or 380 V 50 Hz 3-fase 

6 kW 

40 A 

150 V 

! 20 V 

For further information see l18j 



B.2 Analyzing equipment 

Federal Scientific Co1~oration 

Model UC-201 Ubiquitous ~9!!~!~!9! 
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The correlator can be l,lSed to calculate the auto- or cross-correlation 

function of two input signals. It is also capable of probability 

density or cumulative probability distribution measurements. The apparatus 

has two identical wide-band analog input channels. The output can be 

connected to an oscillo~cope, an X-Y plotter and a paper tape punch. The 

readout consists of 256 distinct values. Full-scale amplitude quantization 

is performed in 512 levels. The maxinu.un sampling ra te is 2 MHz; there is 

no lower limit. In correlation mode the lag increment is the inverse of 

the sampling frequency. Successively detennined correlation functions 

are averaged to reduce statistica! fluctuations. The number of calculatioJ~ 

for a given run can be selected from 1 to 131,072 or externally chosen in 

case of continuous averaging. 

To the correlator a paper tape punch with llSCII code is connected to 

provide data for spectrtnn analysis by means of a digital computer. 

For additional infonnation sec the instructien manual 1211 

For the calculation of speetral density functions from the correlation 

functions obtained with the aid of the correlator described above 

a progranune was available in the turbulence group of the physics department. 

For our purpose a few rnodifications were necessary. As already mentioned 

above the values of the correlation functions are punched in paper tape in 

ASCII-code. To read these values the crnnputer, a Burroughs B6700, requires 

a special procedure REI IEP. The essential part of the prograrrrne is the 

standard procedure FFT 1R which calculates the Fourier transfonn of a 

given function. Additional procedures are includcd to calculate~ tè print 

and to plot the Hanning spectrum, which is a smooth estimation of the 

real spectrum as is cxplained in 01apter 3. 

Mê!9&_SQ~E~!~! 

For the time averaging measurements described in section 5.3.3 a Telefunken 

RA 741 ru1alog computer was used. 
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c.s §!e!!~!!~e1_e~~~!e~Y-2f_~Qrr~!ë!!Qn_~D4-~~~s!r~l_g~~~i!Y-~e~~r~~~n!~ 
According to Bendat and Piersol 171 the statistica! error of an auto

covarianee fw1ction measurement is given in tenns of the normalized 

standard error E 

E ~ { 

2BT 

In our measurements, where the dandwidth B = 6.10- 1 Hz and the observation 

time T = 1024 seconds we have 

c 2(o) , 
x )2 

C 2
(-r) x 

0.03(1 + 

For zero time lag, i.e. T=O we obtain E% 4%, while for Cx(T) = 0.1 

Cx(O) E ~ 30%. So, for all T the error will be approximately 3-4% of 

the rnaxi.JmJJil value (at T=O). 

The nonnalized standard error of a speetral densi ty function measurement 

via correlation estimates is given as 

1 

E ~ (m/N) 2 

where m is the maximum lag number of the correlation and N is the sample 

size. In our case E ~ 30%. This error will decrease in consequence of 

the Hruming smoothing pr'?çedure to about 1 5%. Of course, by drawing a 

curve between the speetral density estimates either using the least 

squares method or simply by hand the error will become small. Never

theless we have to be careful when interpreting the coherence function 

est~~tes. Because the difference between tl1e power and the cross

speetral density functions is not Very large there will be a considerable 

inaccuracy in the coherence fW1ctions. 

So it should be used only for rough calollations anJ qualitative con

clusions. 
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D PORCES AND :KMEN'I'S l1JE 1D TURBULENCE 

In section 2. 3. 2 expressions for the ch[mge in force and moment components 

have been derived (equations 2.51). 

In D2 tables of these changes due to the various components of turbulence 

are shown. In D1 the used abbreviations are explained and numerical values, 

calculated for the Bosman generator are shown in D3. 

D.1 Used abbreviations -------------------
In the tables in D2 the following abbreviations are used: 

n 1 dGr 
Lr = f x11 

dx dx and likewise IQ 
0 

-2 d 1 1 ~Q for example öÀIQ =(2-À di) f -z dx. 
0 x 

The tables show the changes of force and moment coefficients. The 

changes in forces and moments can be calculated from: 

Here V is the axial flow component (see illustration in tables). 



Table D2. 1 Changes of force and morent components for a one bladed rotor. 

? ":ë. 

x 

y 

coordinates forces and moments 

thrust yawing force 

llCFx ~CF 

V /V -tfv d d 

u' 6 ;..Cr -1 . 
-!::.À IQ • s1n 1jJ 

v' -1 .. 
oÀ IT • s1n \ji 

-2 . 2 -cSÀIQ .s1n 1/J 

w' -1 -cSÀ IT"cos \ji 
-2 oÀIQ .sinlj!COS\jl 

ug 
1+1 . llÀ T .s1n 1jJ c . 2 -t:.À Q.s1n 1jJ 

-llÀCr 
-l 

-ll.ÀIQ u 
w 3 

~hen T.jJ=-z n when 1jJ17T 

I 
I 

w' I 
t,' 

~ 
~ 

fx VI~ 
I' 
~ 

v.w•kt.~ 

veloeities v d 

pitching force 

llCp z 

vd/V I 

-1 
llÀIQ .cos 1/i 

-2 o;Jq . sinljlcos\jl 

-2 2 -oÀIQ .cos \ji 

ll.ÀCQ.sin1jJCOS1jJ 

0 

I 

I 
... 

" ~ 
Ïu'3r•cl...;".,..t 

driving torque 

L:.Stt 

vd/V 

è..\ CQ 

-1 
oÀIQ .sin 1/J 

-1 -oÀIQ .cos 1)J 

1+1 . ll.À Q .s1n 1)J 

-t:.ÀCQ 

jwhen 1)J-~ 1r 

pitching moment 

liS,1Y 

viV 

1+1 . t:.À .s1n 1jJ 
T 

Cr . 2 oÀ .s1n \ji 

-oÀCr.sinljlcos1jJ 

1+2 . 2 llÀ T .s1n 1jJ 

+1 
llÀIT 

3 when \jl=-z n 

yawing moment 

6S,lz 

viV 

+1 
-ll.ÀIT .cos 1/i 

-oÀCr.sin1jicos1jJ 

? 
oÀCr·cos"' 1jJ 

1+2 . -llÀ T .smtjJcos\jl 

0 
"d . 
Vl 
tM 



n\ro bladed roto-r" 
I 

Table D 2. 2 Change of force and moment components for a 

z 
f~ 

F" 

M>< 

y 

thrust tyawing force 

.6.C" .6.C" LX ~v 

v;rv ~ d 

u' óÀCT 0 

v' 0 -2 . 2 
-\IQ .s1n w 

w' 0 -2 
oÀIQ .sin~ cos~ 

ug 0 c . 2 
-t:,.À q· Sill tjJ 

-!.6.ÀCT 1 -1 
u -2.6.ÀIQ 
w 

jwhen liJ = ! n , ~ïT • 3 
!When tjJ = !n' zrr 

....,/ 

~.c.' 

pi tching force 

óCFz 

lvJ7V 

0 
i 

I ' I 

! -2 . 
i o,IQ .s1n~ cosw 
i 1\ 

-2 2 
,-o À IQ .cos t/J 

.6.ÀCQ.sin~ cos~ 

0 

i' 
(1'' 

~ 
I 

4 
I. 
/: 

J..<3ra<l\ Q-.t. 

dri ving torque 

'C '-' :•bc 
V /V d 

óÀCQ 

0 

0 

0 

-!óÀCQ 

h - 1 3 w en tjJ - 2 iT' zrr 

pitching mmoont 

6C 

3% d 

0 

, 
o À CT" sin .:.iJ 

-oÀCr.sin~ cos~ 

I+2 . 2 
.6.À T .s1n ~ 

1 1+1 
2.6.À T 

h - 1 3 wen tjJ - ïïT, zrr 

yawing morrent 

-'"S1z 
~ Vd; 

I 0 I 

-oÀ Cr sin~ cos~ 

2 
oÀCrcos ~ 

I+2 . 
-.6.À T .s1n~ COStjJ 

0 

"d . __.. 
U'l ..,. 



Table D 2 • 3 Changes 

'L 

of force and morent components for three 
. . r~ r;• ____ 1 

fL /x Mlr 

fy Hy 
4 ~ 

or more b~ded rotors 
I 
~ 

'0 . 
( .. n 
(.."1 
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For the Bosman machine the most important exprcssions, occurring in 

Table D.2.2 have been evaluated (using D.1 and the graphs for 

dCqldx in Figure 2.10 and those for dCr/dx in Figure 2.16, 17). 

All results are ftmctions of :x.. Blade control has not been regarded. 

co 

o.s 

~~~~-L'~t-L-L~~-+1-J~~~ 

10 0 s ro 
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E GYROSOOPIC EFFECTS 

y 

In Figurc E.1 a one bladed (balanced) rotor is shown in the coordinate 

sys tem we shall use. 

' .\ 
J \ 

z. iz. 

Figure E. 1 

Coordinates ru1d one 

bladed rotor 

Figure E.Z 

Principal axes. 

Figure E.3 

Rotational speed and 

angular momentlUll. 

In Figurc E.2 the principal a.xes of the rotor are shown. One a.xis, i, is 

chosen along the x-a.xis; the other a.xes are j and k. 

The moments of inertia around these axes are 

around i 

around j 

I 

0 

around k I. 

The angular momentlUll can be calc~lated by resolving the rotational speeds 

nx and nz to these principal axes: 

-+ -+ 
~ = nx i + nz sin ~ j + nz cos ~ ! 

Using the nvments of inertia, mentioned in E. 1, we obtain for the angular 

momentlUll: 

I 

5 = w 1 + In cos ~ k x z 
'/ 

So the angular momentwn has a component along the x-axis and another, 

that rotates with thc rotor. '111is situation is illustrated in Figure E.3. 

(E. 1) 

(E. 2) 

(E. 3) . 
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'fhe 100ment can be calculated from: 

We can split b in two parts; the first is due to changes in the magnitude 

of È: 

. 
The second part of b is caused by the changing orientation of b: 

. 
v -+ * od. . = Q x b 1rect1on 

= -IQ Q sin w k + IQ 2 sinwcosw i x z z 

Now the total moment acting on a blade is the sum of E.S and E.6. We can 

convert it to x, y and z coordinates: 

For a two oladed rotor the derivation and the result are the same. For a 

three or more bladed rotor it follows from E. 7 by stmnnation over the number 

of blades that only one constant component remains: 

M = I -+ nxQz ey 

'!he well known rcsult for a solid rotating disk. 

(E.4) 

(E. 5) 

(E. 6) 

(E. 7) 

(E. 8) 



F SYSTFM ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS 

T!2~f~r_f!Q@_Y_!Q_g 

TI1e differential equation that links f.1 to V is (see equation 4.1): 

This equation can he expressed in the variables V ::md f.1, for: 

and 

We want to linearize F.1 around the steady values v0 and f.10, so 

V = v0 + t:N 

Now first order approximations for F.2 and F.3 can he denoted: 

Substituting this into F. 1 and using ~i=L'I~~ an<.l Qm (V 0 ,f.10)=Q1 (S10) 
we obtain: 

with: 

_ zAv0cQcÀ 0)-A.Iî0RcQ' U0) 

\.1~1 - ' ' Q1 (S10) -·NN 0cQ (À 0) 

(a) 

(b) 

p. 159 

(F. 1) 

(F. 2) 

(F. 3) 

(F.4) 

(F. 7) 
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and 

Tranfonning F.7 to the Laplace domain we obtain the transfer function. In 

01apter 4 we need the transfer function from ~VIV0 to ~nln0 ; 

so we denote (compare 4.8): 

(F.S) 

We can express À in n and V: 

(F.9) 

The transfer fw1ction from V to Àcan now be calculated using the transfer 

from V ton (equation F.S). Linearizing F.9 yields: 

(F.10) 

We want to know the transfer fw1etion from ~VIV0 to ~À/À 0 , so we divide 

F.10 by Ào (and use À=À 0+~À): 

Transferming to the Laplace domain and substituting F.S we obtain 

(compare 4.9): 

~À(s)IÀo = c~n 
~V(s)/V0 1 + s-r

12 
1 

Transfer from V to Qm 

Qm can be expressed in n and V: 

(F. 11) 

(F. 12) 

(F. 13) 
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Linearizing F.13 yields (see also F.S): 

By transfonning to the Laplace domain and suhstituting F.8 we find 

(compare 4. 1 0): 

ll~n (s) /Qmü 

liV(s)/Vo 
= 2 -

F.Z Calculation of variances ------------------------

clln 
• 1+sü2 

The metbod that has been used to calculate the variances, required in 

Chapter 4, was derived from j17l. Figure F.1 shows a system, having x 

as input and y as output. 

H(s) ]t---y x-~ 

Figure F.1 
'\ j (' /~i"'.( r , . , .. 

'1 r, ----- ---- --

: _____ -~:.:---~--

I 

(F.14) 

(F.15) 

(F. 16) 

We shall denote the complex transfer function as H(s). Th/power spec;:trum 

(see-secti_Qn.3.3.4) of x is assumed to be known: Gx(s). Then the power 

spectrum of y is: 
I , /'- -· ; 

/ 

~(s) = H(+s) H(-s) Gx(s) (F. 17) 

The simplest way to calculate the varianee of y ts by way of transfonning 

Gy(s) into the autocorrelation function ~(1); for zero time lag 1 this 

function is equal to the varianee ay2• 
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In order to calculate this varianee w.e praeeed as fellows: 

In the cases we are interested in, ~ can be written as the ratio of two 

polynomials in s (that can be written as p(s) .p(-s)) and where the order 

of the denominator is two hogher than that of the numerator. In that case we 

can write Gy(s) as: 

Gy(s) = ~ + a(-s) 
CflsT d(-s) 

n-1 
with a(s) = ~ a.si 

i=O 
1 

d(s) = ~ d.si 
i=O 

1 

where d(s) has zeros in the left half plane only. 

Then the autocorrelation function for positive time lag 1 is 

(F. 18) 

From the theory of Lapl::~ce transformations wc know the following theorem: 

lim ryc 1) = 
T-+0 

lim 
s·+= 

(F. 20) 

Using ay2=ry(o), and formulas F.19 and F.20 we obtain: 

2 1 . ~.as 
(J = lffi 
y s+oo s 

(F. 21) 

According to F.18 we can denote a(s) and d(s) as polynomials ins, then 

F.21 becomes: 

(F. 22) 
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